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ABSTRACT 

This paper stresses the global dimension of the human predicament •. 
The material progress of ~ern times has- led to increasi~g 'inequity on a · 
worLd scale. The global structure that ensures a continual flow.of .. 
technology apd resources towards t~e industrialized and away ~rom th~ no~~· 
industrialized countries is attended by increasing poverty and deprivation. 
Technoldgy has become the incarcerator, not the libe~ator of mahkingJ 
the domination of man by the machine means not just a continuous need for 
energy and raw materials, but the incr~asing redundancy of man himself. 

'I'lle rampage of technology and the current economic and political. 
structures are sacrific.ing the life chanc;:es of future generations. The 
narrow purs~its of-economic prosperity and modernity have led to crisis 
and deception ln the "developing" and "developed" world and· prompted the · 
search for a new paradigm. It is a time to rediscover the traditions of 
science, some emanating from tha countries of the ESCAP region rather·than 
from the West, Which ta~e a comprehensive, holistic view of science and 
~ulture and conceive knowledge as part of the larger process of &elf
realization. The basic issue is one of life-styles since the richer strata 
in both "developing'.' ~nd "developed" countries indulge in patterns of 
living that perpetuate global inequity, deplete world resources ana unsettle' 
natQre's fine balance. Global inequit3 is exacerbated by the ,industrialized 
countries' ability to preserve their 'economic advantages·through various 
economic means,. one of the results of which is the export of pollution to 
the third world. · · 

The search for alternative ~tterns. contains some iron:L~a. Today' a. 
"conservationists" are identified with the richer North, and the "devtt).c)p
mentalist" with the poorer south. The third wox;ld wishes to undo global 
disparities, but has embarked on "modernistu development which will deny it 
its ,goal. There is a ooncensus that the new basic approach· should embrace · 
four concerns: (a) a holistic view of development, (b) a concern with 
equity based on autonomy and self-reliance, (c'> an emphasis on participation, 
and (d). an acc'ent on the importance of local condit+ons and the value of 
diversity. 

Important problems in the context of the ESCAP region are the' 
exhaustion of land and soils, capit~l-intensiv~ industry and the emphasis 
on industrialization, energy use, forestry destruction, misuse of water . · 
resources, unemployment. Science must h~ directed at achieving great~ 
consonance of nature's processes and be a. liberating, ·not a constraining, 
force. 

A basic strategy must comprisa three facets: (a) new lif~style 
norms with regard to consumPtion and income distribution, (b) avoid~nce of 
spatial concentration, supported by (c) a continuum· cf relevant productive 
orientations and technology. The policy implications for·such a strategy 
are employment generation through agricultural uplift and rural indu$triali
zation, greater socio-:economic fusion of 'urban/rural and regiona:J_ activities, 
the spreading of education and literacy (with emphasis on the education of 
women) and a new "ethic of consumption" that shifts production priorities 
towards fulfi~ling the· needs of the poor• other goals to be, striven for 
are the .satisfaction of basic human needs such-as health and nutrition, the 
setting of minimum as well as maXimum limits with regard to ~ohdiuions of ' 
material welfare, and wider Parti~ipation in production and in d~cision-
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I. PERSPECTIVE 

Concern wi.th t1-te environment. in its renewed and someWhat urgent; form 

is now more'than a qecade old. A major international conference under the 
', "~ 

United Nations auspices followed by tb.e setting up of UNE;,P 
1 
and,_ the_ propagation 

of the concept of eco-development, a sustained. programme in put>,lic education · 

promoted and directed by UNEP, UNESCO, the Dag Hammerskjold Foundation and · 

other prestigious bodies, a large number of e~ert meetings, intergovernmental 

consultations and the United Nations General Assembly resolutions, provoeative. 

and· highly publicized reports from the Club of Rome,.· ·the Cocoyoc Declaration· 

and reports of a series qf international and national seminars, work~hops, 

traini~g programmes an~ research projects as well as a l~rge output of books ~ 

.. ,. 

•, ,' 

and journals specially devoted ~o this cause have all sought to infuse the 

environmental dimension into thinking on i~ternational and nat.io~al ·strategies · · · •, 
. . . 

of development. And vet it seems that consciousness of this is s.till moribund 
I 

and 'halting and shrouded in controversy. Yet another ma?or effort is now 

under way to build the environmental coneern into the hasic thinking on . 

. development strategi~s and policies •. The current spate of discussions on 

a new international development strategy for the lQ~Os seems to have provtded 

a fresh impetus to this effort. 

... 
C.-' 

There·must be some reason why this all-important matter that has-such 

a vital ·bearing on the prospects of development, the well-being of ~ture 

generations and the quality of human life on this planet has to be still -~ 
argue~ and "sold*' for in an almost defensive manner• Not simply thU. There 

' ' ' .). 

is still a great deal of suspicion, especially in the Third World, about the 

motivati<>ns behind such an educational drive. And there are still many 

influential voices in the industrialized countries themselves whi~h seem to 

regard the arguments for ecological balanee and environmental preservation. 

as well-meantng but ill-informed and unduly pessim}stic. Surely there is 

something wrong soroewhere: if the C$se for preservation and sustenance 0£' 

the environment is so obviou~, why this constant need for its repeated 

justification, why this unnecessary defensiveness about it? · 

We have deliberately posed this issue at the start of this pa~er. 

It is necessary to face up to it if.1the case for the human environment is .. -
to make a breal(through and if i.ts concerns are to inform the thinking a~d, 

~ction. in various parts of the world. It would seem that the reason for . 

this state o£ affairs is ~o be found in the very manner in which ~mportant , 
issues get posed in international forums.· They get _posed in, a .framework of 

a·discotirse that lies at the ~oot of the. over-all malaise in which the 
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dialogue on d~velopment itself .takes place, ·and this in turn is part of' the 

I manner in ll'~ich,.,all, knoWledge ,takes shape and is disseminated in 'the modern 

world, v-i·z •. lin fragments and highly sp~cialized capsules. Modern science, . . \ . ~ 

,I, 

·modet;n techn_olo~ and modern c01li1Wnications are all subject. to t-his fragmented 

approach to htiman problems. (We shalf ·show 1.':!-ter that this itself is part of 

the 'basic· predicament facing mankind.)' 

No~ unt,il this view o'£ development as a linear· aggregation of a 

'serj,es, of speciaibed inputs gives place' to .a comprehensive and holistic· 

perapective will the case for the environment be fully e$tablished. Not . ' . 
. untll the'United· Nations BY$t~m at:td other if!.ternational - as well as ·regional 

I < • ' 

and nat:ional - agencies cea~e to operate in isolated and water--tight. compart..;. 
~ 

ments will,the environmental concern be seen for its real wort~- not as one 

mare variable; or dimension, or even perspective, but rather as pr.oViding a 

new comprehension .of the bu~n pr~blematique entailing an.alternative·parad~gm 
-~of s~ienti-fic endeavour' and an alternative design ~or development. The point 

at issue is not_one of con~incing policy-makers of the need to build the' 

envi1;ontnentr.al concern into development policies, ·it is not even one of 
-' _,;. I -

perceiving the intimate interrelationship between environment and development; 

i~ is s011;1et~ing far .m.ore fundamental.· It i:qvolves nothing short of a new · · 
, I . 

concept_of development baeed on a clear admission of the faulty and inappro-. 

priat~, wasteful and irrational, inequitous and exploitative, an~ in the end. 
' . \ . . . .' ' 

highly dangerous and possibly· suicidal nature 6f the present model of develop-· 

ment and the need to re~laee it by another. Furthermore, the conceptions of 

.P~ogress and human well-being and the definition.of human needs underlying 
. . I " 

the ,present dev~lopment model, the role assigned to science and technology 
I 

· i~ it, and the relationship between knowledge and human arrangement~ assumed 

in it are all at fault and need to be redesign~d. 

Later in this paper· we shall lay· out in some detail the profile of 
' 

·an_-alternati~e desigu for developme'(lt (whic~ sltould_ be definition be 

. '·'envi~onment;aliy sound", 'just' as. it should b-y economicall.Y and socially 

more just and politically more part.icipatory and. democratic). But be'for·e 

-we do thad it is necessary to provide a di~gnosis of the reasons why the 

present model of development which once Held out such promise and gave rise 

to the vision-of '~continuous pro.Sress for al1 11 has come to grief. In what 
,· 

follows we shall prov~de such a diagnosis irt the context of a fast changing 

process of history, its philosophical underpinning and its consequences for . . ~ ' 

/the poliUcs of de"'relopment. 
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II. HI~TORICAL OVERVIEW ' 
'We may begin with a COll!prehension of some fundamentals. The most. 

fundamental point to grasp is that we live in a, period of profound trnasfor-. 

mation which is engulfing and interloc.ing diverse regions, cultures and 

ecosystems into a common enterprise, and in the process giving rise to new 

thresholds of c·onflict waged on a s~ale unheard of in earlier times. Whereas· - . 
thinkers and philosophers from time immemorial have ~ried to define the human 

predicament by reference to the need to overcom.e conflict through some kind. 

of a social order, most of them thought in terms of a single society or at 

most of conflicts between two or more societies. For the first time i~ 

recent years.we are realizing that this predicament·is now on a world seale. 

And all actors·in it, and perhaps most of all the weakest and the most 

deprived among them, need to think in terms that cover all men and all 

societies. The end of colonialism, the. unprecedented increase. in population,. 

the urgency of the economic problem, the sudden sense.of the bounties of 

nature dry~ng up and a feeling·of scarcity of basic resources in.place of 

a feeling of continuous progress and abundance for all - all these point on 

the one hand·to a scenario of growing conflict that will become worldwide in 

·ac~e and on the other hand to the need to work out new solutions based on 

a new structu. of human co-operation. 

A. CHANGE IN SCALE 

This change in the scale of the human problem is based on both 

negative and positive'developments. · ~e negative factors are on the whole 

obvious - the threat of a different kind of war and the considerable increase 

in both ~xternal and internal violence, the enormous economic gap dividing 

the rich from the poor countries, the all encompassing structu,.-e of d.ominance 

an~ dependence in which formally independent and theoretically equal States 

are tied almost inextricably in sn unequal relationship, and above all· a 

large increase in inequality :f.n the world as a result of ~dern ·technology 

to which only the strong-have access and which has led to a cornering of 

world resources by those who are already rolling in plenty rather than those· 

who are most in need (even though a large part o~ these resources are located 

in the poorer continents). All these factors converge into a .c~on .Pattern 

of violence,· dominance and exploitation that has become glo~al in scope. 

( But there are also positive .factors that have coniribu~ed to thinking 

in w~rld terms •. we have come a long way from the days when meri live9 in. 
·, 

small tribal enclaves, il.lWard drawn and fearful of outsiders, when human 

/cOTlllllnities 
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. 1 ''mast.enr11 over the rest of nature and the conquest of territory tl)rough 

~ich .the 100dern state was consolidated have enabled him gradually to 
. . ' ·. . ' - \ ' . 

, ·i :overcome th~ local strife and constant violence to ~1hich he -was once prone. , .. . « . 
Through conquest and consolidation and the gradual. building of assets an4 

institutions, man has' over the centuries overcome parochial conflicts and 
,- ' I -

local wars which were the order of the day until not long ago, so that today 

in many p~rts of the w~rld stable conditions'pre~ail and wider loyalties a~d 
peacefUl behaviour are possib~e. Equally important has been the econ~ic 

· uee to which bpth_ tl).e appropriation of nature and the con<tues-t of territory 

have been put. It was through the creation of ecoriomi.c surplus and its 

continuous multiplication and embodiment incapital and industry that it 

· became possible to overcome the condition of scarcity 'and contain the conflicts· 
'' 

based on that condition. Also giving the process of economic expans·ion an 

enoTmOUs surge forward, was the age of imperialism - which provided cheap 

raw materials and the vast spaces of the colonized lands, as well as ready 

•rkets, which were all essential for pushing the sloW-tnOving "Industria1 

Revolution'~ into the. age of affluence. The structure of economic and . 

. political expansion that followed laid the foundations of the tnOdern world 

.as we know i 1; • 

B. CHANGING NATURE OF 'HUMAN CONFLICT 

Now, these !Very conditions that enabled· modern map. - mainly Western 

men - to overcome the mean and brutal life he was earlier used to, and 

enter an age of surplus to which hu~an energies were d~verted, have produced 

a'new situati~n for the world as e whole~ Whereas hu~an beings have been 

able to overcome primiti_ve forms of conflict and local rivalries (and this 

bas happened in not just the Western but also the non-Western regions), new 
' . . 

forme .of conflict have arisen and are projected on.to a much wider canvas; 

- and to no small extent hecause of the successes of the Industrial Revolution 

and of the.Age of Imperialism, so tbat.today·we face a totally new k:t~d of 

crisis. The major conflicts that face us today are not between neighbouring 

tribes or betWeen settlers and migra~ts or plainsmen and hills people, nor 

between caste or langua·ge or religious groups or between 't'ival regions within 

the nation-,atate ,.. these conflicts are still there but ·they are likely to 

.lessen in importance with the passage Qf time. · The reai conflicts are now· 

global in scope. ~ese. ~Ay be economic,· military and· strategic in natqre, 

with th~ different regions and natipns confronting each· other o-Ver control' 
' . . 

·and. cHatribution 'of world resources and patterns of· internatiQnal trade and 

/control 

1, ~~--· 
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control .of•teohnology, and over regulations. governing· the environt.'llen,t, the 

,, 
ocean beds or nuclear energy. , . . , 
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i. 

Underlying all these are the growip.g magn~tudes of poverty, p()pulat\On .... :·, 1 

growth, malnutrition and un~mployment that affect large sections of the hu .. p. · 

race. Whether one t~s one or all of these dimensions of conflict, they 

have all become global ln scope and have given rise to deep cleavages and 

crises. It is only by thinktng in terms of a wor-ld order that can deal with 

this new s·ituation in human affairs that man will have to find his· salvation •. 

It will call for the need to turn to q~it~ new ways of attending to, human 

problems •.. But it is not impossible to do-this once the problems become 
' . 

clear and we are able to move out of the old grooves in whtch we 'habitually 

think.· 

It is necessary to grasp this point. For it is only at 1;ime8 ·of de!W 

crises facing mankind .that major changes_ become possible- for better. of for 

worse,· for man is capable of both. It is a time when we can e~ther ·seize 

the. opportunity by deeiding to control our future and usher in a new e~, 
or we may miss the opportunity and be pushed _into a downward course by 

forces beyond our control, after which it may be 4ifficult to retrieve the 

~oat ground. That we are caught in such a moment of crisis should be·elear 

to anyone who reflects On the concrete realities of the world we ~ive in 

and the developments taking place in-different par.ts o:f this world --in 

economics. in politics, in the availability and distribution of resources, ' 

in the ~elationship between food and population,_ in patterns of trade and 

control of techn~logy, and in the ~trategic and power relations in which 

the different nations and regions find themselves confronting each other. 1 

C. CHANGING PERCEPTIONS ON HUMAN CRISIS 

Now while it is recognized that the contemporary human condition is 

one of a deepening crisis, per~eption as to the nature of the crisis and 

causes thereof bas changed over the last twO decades. Until recently -

and this view still persists - the cr~sis was perceived 'in terms of an 

ideological struggle between different ways of life- and systems of beliefs · 

',I' 

not· i,pfrequently .a~sociated with a struggle for power between r_ival blocs . , 
\ " 

of countries. A very large part of human energy and wor'J:d resources waa 

devoted to this conflict, which i~ by no means yet over and which in no 

small way accounts for the terrible arins race that enveloped the world and 

still persists. ·Later,· after the mid·l96~s ~nd the graduai eroeion o~ the. 

c~ld war, attention got focused on something·more·immediate. and.very. · 

:. 
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pressing, but which had somehow escaped human sensitivity for so long, namely . . 
the ·great economic schism that is dividing the world into extremes of affluence 

~d deprivation, with concentrations of poverty and scarcity and unemployment 

and deprivation in one yast section of Dankind and of over-abundance and over-

production and over-consu~tion in another and rouch smaller section of the 

same speties •. FUrthermore _both these are tied together in a relationship in -which resources from the poorer regions have for long been drained out and 

' :continue- to be drained through new instruments of appropriation. The rl~st 
few years have witnessed an increasing concern with this single problem-of 

' inequity on a global ~cale though it must be admitted that very little has 

been done ~ystema~ically to solve it; indeed it has been getting worse. 

All thes~.perceptions of the nature of the human crisis are still 

r~levant- as, found in the mounting piles of ever more deadly armaments on 

the one hand and the growing hordes of the very poor and the undernourished 

living in conditions of extreme deprivation including starvation on the other. 

But qne needs to think beyond single-dimensions and look to more fundamental 

causes. Afte~ all, the fact that a century of unprecedented material progress 

has also been one of sprawling misery and increasing deprivation; the fact 

thAt an age that has witnessed the end of empires and has seen- the dawn of 

independence for so many nations has also turned out to be an age of increasing 

domination of.the_world by just a few powers; the fact that despite world 

'agricultural production havi.ng been ahead. of population growth, food availa

bility has become a serious problem for millions of people; that on balance 

there is a net flow of nptritional resources from the poorer and more 

populous to the richer and-less populous regions of the world; the fact 

that polic_ies of. "aid" and' transfer of technology and resources from the 

industrialized to the non-industrialized regions has in effect turned out 

to be a net draina~e of surpluses from the l~tter - all these and similar 

other evidences from'contemporary life suggest that there {s- something 

baeJically wrong with our world and the global structures that have permeated 

it. Indeed, there is something basically Wrong -with the way modern man has 

gone about constructing his world. 

Industrialization was supposed -to be an end to the condition of 
I 

scarcity for mankind as a whole; ~n fact, it has made even ordinary decent 

~istence more scarce and inaccessible for an increasing number of human 

, beings. Modern education was supposed .to lead to continuous p1;ogress and 
f • - , 

,enlightenment for all and with_ that a greater equality am~n~ men and women; 

in fact, it has·pt:Odueed a world dominated by experts and bureaucrats and' 
I . ' 

/technocrats· 
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technocrats and. one in which the ordina~ human being feels increaaingiy 

powrless and manipulated by forces be'Y\ond ~is control~ Similarly, 'modern 

comm:mication and transportation were_ supposed to have produced a "small , 

world" in which the fruits of knO<irledge and development in any part of the 

world could become available to all- the others; in fact, modern comrm.mication. 

and fast moving transportatiOn have produced a world in which a·few metr6po• 

litan centres are sucking a large part of world resources and depriving the 

other regions of whatever comforts and skills and local resources they once 

used to enjoy. Surely, then, there is something more deeply wrong with the 

structure of this world than the mere production of nuclear weapons or the 

economic handicap of the poorer cotintries. The wrld we live in is indeed 

very badly divided, but the divisions are more fundamental than merely 

ideological, military or economic. Perhaps there'is something wrong with 

the baeic model of life that ·man has created in the last hundred years or so. 

D. ROLE OF KNOWLEDGE 

Crucial to this particulat' model of ~:f. :fe wltich has pt'odl.lceCt a world 

of such sharp divisions based on such enormous inequality and exploitation, 

is the role of.knowledge in human affairs. Never hefore had the product of 

the hUmiJu.\ mind acquired so dominant a role as in modern times. lt has changed 

the world beyond recognition and, according to some, perhaps produ~ed one 

beyond redemption• Its basic contribution has been to give to man a tremendous 

sense of power and manipulation. Nothi~g ·else could have made man so.arrogant 

as this particular role of kn~ledge. 

N~ it would he quite an obscurantist position to take if one were 

to say that l-.nowledge by itself has ,brought mankind to grief. The riae of 

modern science has if anything been a. great liberator of man from both the 

travails of nature and the excesses of religious doctrine. But something 

happened to the progress of sciettce which undermined its original promisee. 

Because it flourished in a culture tnat looked upon it as an instrument of 

power and d~nation rather than as a liberator of th~-human spirit aa su~h

which is h~ kn~ledge was looked up'on by the ancient civilizations of China, 

Greece and India - science soon became an instrument of technology which 

again, not content with overcoming bar4ships·and fulfilling basic needs, 

went on a rampage for contin~ous domination, exploitation, competi,tion and 

perpetual tension - both between man and man and between man and the reet 

'""" of existence. In the course of t;ime it also became tsn instrument of monopoly · 

and growing inequality in which, while the fruita of technology were diffused 

widely within some societies, this happened at the expense of a great many 

-/o.tlter 
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other .societies, many of wbicrh incidentally provided the basic raw material 
' 

for prosperity in those few societies. 

In sum, then, largely because of a particular cultural location where 

modern te~hnology flourished - a culture that was basically aggressive and in 

which there was not enough of moderation and self-control - it has became a 

Frankenstein. This is being realized only of late. •And it is being realized 

not b~cause of the inequities to which modem· technology has given rise 

after al~ the problem of poverty emanating from a pursuit of plenty was not 

posed until very recently - but rather because the myth it had given rise to 

bas e~loded. Thia was the myth of perpetual material progress, of the end 

to scarcity, and of the possibility of making this progress infinite and 

unending and hence available to all~ Today suddenly the affluent worl~ 

itself faces the spectre of scarcity once again and at the same time i~ 

beginning to see the excesses to which modern technology has brought it, as 

iS being expressed in the c,ontinuing concern with the environmental c.risis. 

In fact, however, the environmental crisis is only a symtom of a very basic 

change in relationships- from man's reliance on nature to mari's dependence ~ 

on machinery which in turn entailed an increasingly aggressive relation of 
' man with nature, denuding it at a rate much faster than its. capacity for 

renewal and regeneration thanks to an ever growing demand for energy. But 

this has also entailed a growing-exploitation of human beings. The domination 

of men by the machine - and his depend~nce on it for his sustenance - means 

' not just the constant and continuous need for ene~gy and raw materials; it 

also entails lese and less need for human beings. The result is that there 

are in this'world millions and millio~s of what are known as ·~rginal" men 
'' . 

and women,. people for whom society has no use. The upshot is that man himself 

has become superfluous and obsolescent; he is being looked upon as a burden 

not just on nature but also on society. Paradoxical though it may sound, the 

system that modern man has produced is one in which the most disp~sable 

element is man himael f. 

The crisis that faces modern man is a crisis wrought by a particular 

direction that science and technology too~ under the impact of t~e age of 

positivism. The ·full consequences of such a course are' seen ~n our time as 

it envelops all the particular crises to which man of science and philosophy 

have drawn our attention - the threat -of total war, _the threat o{ extreme 

deprivation coexisting vith overabundance., the threat of the collapse of the 

biosphere.- As we realize this we must also realize that nothing, short of 

fundamental rethinking about the human enterprise will redeem man from these 

/crises· 

I. 
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crises and that B?Ch rethinking will QaVe ·to addres& itself to the world 88· 

a whole. For what we face. here · is an extreme dualism of the wodd,' a worl,d . '· 

so divided t~at ita survival itself is at stake. Even if a nuelear.~r is' , 

&'9oided - and even that could not h~ ruled put if the· divisions facing tnankin,d, 

become sharper and dee~r - it is not certain that such a b,adly divided species 

can survive the.increasing state of tension and violence t:ttat it·wUl'bave to 

face~ Many other ~pecies under such.conditions have perished~ None o~ them 

had the instruments of mutual qestruct:ion that humans have. 

.· 
" 

_..!_, 

~·-

E. . COLONIZING THE FUTUR~ i 

So far we ha-,e been c~cerned with the growing di-,i~ion between tba 

different regions of the world we live in, based on a converaence of'~y 
factors, and producing conditions, of increasing deprivation and. exploitat:.i.on: · 

. in major regions of the w6rld, despite most of there being formally indep~pdeut, .. 

despite their large populations and great potentiality, and'despite thei~ 

considerable resource endowment and r-ich cultural heritage.· Such a dualism 

· of the world along the dimension o! space and region is, of course, the moat 

important division .. that faces contemporary mankind. But ther~ are .other 

divisions, potentially no less troublesome, to which thinkers are only ~ow 

beginning to ~ay attention, and as yet rath~r dimly. The mo~t importan~ amdbg 

these is the di-,ision petween generations. By this I do not only mean what ls 

usually known as the generational conflict between old and young which is of 

·course important and quite serious and whieh has not re·cei'9ed systetNltic. 

attention despite a great deal of talk about it. What I have.in ~ind is 

something more comprehensi'9e, namely. the division between· the present and• 

the future, the future including both the very young among us and the yet 

unborn generations. Never before has this concern with the futur~ been of 

1 . 

,such immediate relevnnce and·urgency as it is today. While rational-ant~ci• I , '· 
. ' 

pation and prudence in preparing oneself against the future were inherent in 

all earlier timeQ (though even this has. been diminishing in recent ti~), 

the fUture consequenc~s of present action were never as irreversible and 

hence ethically relevant as they are today. 

Once again this is a result of modern technology •. The· use to which 

. men has put it bas haEl a ·powerful impact on beings that have had no, voic in. 

the making of vital decisions that have affected their lives in so many 
. .. - ' ' .' ' 

As th~ ·growing econotnic, energy. and en-,ironmental crises are now show~t\g us, 

deci~~ons .~aken at one point in time have the power to.affect fUture·g$n rations. 

in ways that are by and large irreversible. The consequences· of ¥hat· ou 
parents and the older generation nmon.g .us did. - the ravaging :of· ~tu'r'e~ he 

/ 
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depletion of resources,_. the pa,tterri of investment, the stock-p;ili.ng of arma• 

menta, t.h~ building of·hi.ghly centralized economic and political .structures 

' that are diffi~ult to change except by l~ng struggle and violence - are being 

felt by the. younger generation of today. And what the middle and the_younger 

generations of today wil~ do will shape the destinies of tne unborn generations 

of tomorrow. How is one to ensure that the interests of the younger generation 

and the yet to be born generations of the fUture are somehow-represented in 

the present? They have no voice in the decision-making processes of modern 

society, least of all in representative systems of government of which only 

, ·, the old (whom we prefer to call "adults 11
) have a monopoly. It has been an 

.. ' 

I' 

. -

assu~tion ·of planning and of prudence generally that one must sacrifice or 

poStpone gratification in"-the present so that the. fu:ture generations can live 

a better life. In fact, however, modern man has been doing just the opposite. 

He has been so involved in his own gratification in the present, towards which 

t~ ~as media. and advertisement agencies have been pushing him, that he is in 

fact sacrificing the life chances of future generations' - which will consist 

of ~ral billions of people. 

Thus just as decisions taken in the metropolitan centres of the·world 

and their ever~rising consumption of finite resources are adversely affecting 

millions of people in far off places, decisions taken by the old are affecting 

ftQd w~ll continue to affec~ the future.of the young/and the yet unborn ~eneia~ 

. tiona. These are serious questions to which the ,. ·-::ent t!'.odels of politics 

and.econo~cs provide no answer. They call for a different kind of conscious

ness which takes a total viel17 'of existence, empathizes with the. weak~ the 

distant, the unborn and the inarticulate, and can intervene in legislative 

and,administrative processes at various levels of the world without, however, 

· degenerating into some kind of Brabminic or mandarin class or clergy that 

arrogates to itself all knowledge and wisdom. As yet such a consciousness 

(which no doubt exists here and there) is still very dim and at any rate 

not very influential in decision-makinG pr~esses of representative institu

tions and governmental struC'tures. But the need for someone to ''represent" 
. . 

the future.in the decisions made in the present cannot be overemphasized. 

Failing that, a growing alienation and schism between the generations is · 

bound to take place. 

F. COLONl:ZING NATURE 

Beyond this exten~ion qf empathy and identity across regions and 
'· 

over the horizon of time there are still other issues of ethical relevance. 

' . 

/Man 
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Man-in-.teehriology h;as not only been destroying nature and the li-fe 

of his leas fortunately placed fellow beings and the young and unbord 

tioQa; he has not only created a massive system of dominance, exploitati 

inequity and repression through which the human species is divided into . 
opposite camps - all this is still in the area of what man has done to 

But beyond this is also the queetion.of what man has done to other spec~ 
forms of life as well as to inanimate nature with all of which he is in 

united through a common-organic bond and without whose health and 

I 
s and 

his ~ survival is at stake. Increasingly man is destroying,· almost wi 

bounds, various bther species, vegetation, physical and chemical sources of 

life and the seas.and lands.whose bounty has been the cause of eo ~eh 

imagination and sense of·wonder and joy and creativity. Springing from' 

unending acquisitiveness of technological man an~ the decline. itt his sen iti• 

vity to h~s own kind in other regions and generations and to other forms of 

life, he haa been on a raopage that threatens both the survival of other 

species and forms of creation. \ 

G. NEED FOR A NEW PARADIQ.'l 

None of these issues - the ratnpage of tecbnology, the severe dua i~ 

of the human species, tbe sacrifice of life chances of future generation ,_ ·ot' 

the destruction of other species and other sources of life and sustenanc -

were adequately raised in earlier state~nts by philosophers of the buua 

predicament. The predicament that fa~es'man today includes all this. d 

the sai~ation that he ~st work out for himself - and for the whole of ture 

along with his own- must address itself to all these issues. In this 

the crisis that he faces is far more total than ever before. 

And yet man has ·shown an almost i.nfinite capacity (in the eouree of · t-' 

his hist~ry) for identifying his own immediate purpose with larger purpo 8 -

as I said earlier, he,has come a long way from the primeval stage when h 

identified with just a few kith of his own aQ.d ·cared little .for others. 

he is able to identify not.only with millions and hundreds ·of millions tat 

constitute hie own collectivity (nation, region etc.) .but indeed with· t 

Whole of the human species. And even beyond the human species. His cap ity 

to symbolize and identify with abstract entities enables him to 

just for himaelf or his community ~r nation or even his spec~es, but for 

Whole of creation - provided, of course, be uses his capacity for the ri ht enda.-
! 

I /Nor 
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. Nor is this entirely new. In some respects in an earlier age, before 

man hegan to use science and technology towards an arrogant and exclusive 

sense of his own destiny, he had .shown a strikinf empathy and identity with 

the whole of creation. Intellectual and re~igious movements both in the. 

East attd the West, that led to a deep sense of regard for life in all fo.nns 

and an abhorrence of violence in all forms including "io:J.ence to othe~ forms 

of li~e (in some societies taking the form of what is now called vegetarianigm) 

had their mainsprings in this innate power in man to symbolf£e and identify 
. ' ' 

with creation and life as such and to revolt against his own excesses. It is 

true that in many cases this kind of feeling for life produced a rather 

quiescent attitude to life's purpose and even a metap~ys~c that u~dermined 

man's confidence in himself, as he ascribed more reality to nature than to 
. I 

himself. But such an attitude is by no means inherent in dev~l.oping a more 

hQliatic v:f,.ew of existence. 

Man, then, does have these ~apacities. , Indeed of all 'the species only 

he has them- for only-he is the abstractin~ animal, the historical animal, 

the animal that, through language and memory, can integrate sense perceptions· 

with intricate systems of knowledge and awareness and mo~ality. The predica

ment that he ·faces, however, is basic: he needs to move heyond all the struc

tures he has ~reated - territorial, socioeconomic, technological, and in 

respect of patterns of consumption - and evolve new criteria for huroAn effort 

end co-operation. 

The present structures may have a~ a certain stage enabled him to 
\ 

overcome strife at lower thresholds of collective being - of t.he primitive 
. ' 

type that he' had felt against the' menace of an unknown "nature'', and unsure 

as he'was of the behaviour of collectivities beyond his own 7 but which have· 

-how become an encumbrance and a menace in turn. It is not as if man must 

give up all ~is activities and knowledge and institutional structures and, 

surrender all his achievements and start afresh. Evolution does not.ever 

take such a form. It is ratheT that our view of the values and purposes 

that should inform our activities and knowledge and .institutional structures 

must be consciously reviewed, and wherever choices are called for, .these 

should be exercJsed. Man has the c;apscity to. exercise 'such choice$ and he 

has before htm a historic challenge which he can well use to put his house - _) . . . 

in order., It is best to snatch an opportunity while it poae.s itself in the 

f~rm of a challenge - for it may not posr itself in the same form again. 

May be some ~11 technological '~reakthroughn in one field or another w~ll 

lull him again into'~quiescence. ·But we now-know that all such breakthroug.lts 

/whether 
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of steel .and iron, or of electricity or oil, or of' still ne,r ·fo 

of energy that are being desperately investigated right now are temporar 

cannoti take the place of fundamental restructuring of social forms 

with b~sic, needs of the huF..an personality. 

The point is that every few hundred years a new situat~on presen s 

itself~ And e~ch time it calls for. a n~ understanding and a new paradi 

of action. Ours is one such Boment in the histor{ of man and the univer 

The choices facing this badly divided arid tncreasingly violent world of 

are matty. They will have to be fairly concrete - in re.spect of the worl 
'-

political order, the techno-economic system an~ 

and t~ opportunities offered by it, the intellectual effort called 

the k.ind of development strategy needed for moving from the present st'+IJ 
) 

of dominance, inequity, loss of autonomy and dignity for millions of b 

beings to a more .iust a~d humane world in which both 

copect:ivities are able to work out their respective desUnies in 

of integ+ity, balance and harmon]. 

"' . ~e have said that every few hundreq years a new situatio~ preaen s 

itself which calls for a new diagnosis and a' new paradigm of ~ction. N 
it has been a characteristic of all these situat.ions that they ari,se out G: 

of a sharp divis5.on in the human community which threatened its stabilit• 

and sut"Vival. · And it was the task of all major intellectual efforts tha 

~~re atirred by such situations to seek'to overcome the division ~nd res ore 

a basib unity among men. Today also we face such a situatiort. 

Indeed, the divisions that face us ~re·sharper than ever: the 

division between the dominant and the dependent nation,s which also ene asses 

the division between the rich_ and the poor and between the urbanized met op~le's 

and the·rural peripheries; the division between contending ideologies, ich 

too ha~ becorae increasingly subtle and sophisticated, but -is by no means 

b;rele;vant; the division benreen races that has yet to see its real srav ty ' 

and vi~lence; and above all the division between a~ increasingly dehuman 'zing 

man an~ an increasingly de-naturalized natu~e thanks to our overemphasis on 

techno~ogy. It is a division between man and man, man and other beings, 

between machine and life, be.tween the grand creations of human reason an 

will (~r~ifice) and the incesaant demands on the biosphere and the envir 

(natur~) - and through all thts, in the most primf_tive sense, ·between th 
i • 

beast:ly and the benign, the selfieh and the social parts of each being,, 

"betwee~ a pursuit of knowledge and science that leads to humility- and s'e 
I • 

,contro~ and the same pursuit that leads to uncon~rolled power and arroga 

l /III. 
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III. PHILOSOPHICAL UNDERPINNINGS 

Now behind ·these myriad divisions that seem to permeate modern 

_civilization lies a dominant philosophi~al doctrine that has had its 

greatest triumph_in our own time with practically the whole world accepting 
I 

it. 

A. THE IKCTRINE OF MODERNITY 

This is the doctr~ne of modernity. The pbwer of the doctrine lies 

in its simplicity. The aim of life is narrowly defined, hence realizable 

by all - progress based on economic prosperity. It is to be achieved by 

tbe-app~i~~tion of inanimate power to the fulfilment of human needs. There 

is no my~tery about it as it is a,ll "scientific". ;Lndeed, there' are no 

mysteries in life as most of them have been uncovered by science; the· 

little that remains would soon be -uncovered. All that men and societies · 

have td do is to discard tradition and sup~rstition and become rational 

a~·~ern •. And all they need to learn are the ~ssential techniques by 

which happiness could be had by one and all. For a whole generation after 
I 

the coll,apse _of colonial. powers, this doctrine held sway. over the minds 

· of men and so dazzled nattonal elites that they practica~ly surrendered 

'their hard-won freedom at the altar of the new religion called modernity. 

Today that doctrine is in shambl~s. Not only has the."developing" 

world discovered that all the enormous noise and fury of development projects 

an~ the·surrender of national and c~ltural autonomy in the process has not 

helped them solve their basic development problems; the "developed" world 

too has discovered that the path of progress was not- limitless and th~t 

it was highly vulnerable to pressures emanating from the third world. 

Hence the conteml?orary_ awareness of "inte-rdependence", of the need for 

co-operation instead of confrontation, of the great concern for the poor. 

and the underprivileged of the uorld, the growins criticism o£ the nrowth• 
I 

ori,ented and centralized model of development,· the re-examination of not 

_just the strategies but also the goals· of development, the growing stress 

on alternative paths to the future in place of a uniform· and homogeneous 

course for all. 

With such questioning and doubt, however, more fundamental questions 

have epaerged. Is it just the limits imposed by conditions· of scarcity that ., 
has made. the paradigm Q~ modernity unrealizable or 1s it rather that there 

/was. 
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was some thin!?; fundarneqtally at fault with the paradigm itself? Isn', t th 

theory of progress as de~eloped in the West, baeed on an anthropocentric 
/ . 

view of nature and a positivist conceptidn of knowledge and science, res on-

sible for a model of development based on domination-and exploitation? nd . ' ' 

if these be the essence ~f a culture which now must be questioned for it 

past cont.ribution to human -v1ell-being, shouldn't we be looking for alter 

natives based on the bet:.t 'elements of this and other cultures? 

\·le liv~ in an unstable t·70rld. It is unstable not just ·because 

the period of Northern domination: is'fast comine to an end and there is 

taking place a wide diffusion of political and economic power·t~:full 

implications of which.are not yet clear. It is also, and more ·fundament. lly, 
I 

because the philosophical moorings of that veriod have proved shaky and 
1, : 

men of thought are engaged everywhere ,.in a search for ne\.1 systems of_ .me 

and of values,· new approaches to I'ower ~nd authority, .new conceptions o 

human identity and cohesion and new base& of containi~g sources of co.nf 
I 

·and ensuring human survival. 

B. SEARCH FOR ALTERNATIVES 

Incr~asingly such a quest for altern~tive systems of thought 

being is encouraging intellectuals to explore ne~1 paradigms some of whi h 

based on other cultures - particularly those known for long-standing h 

traditions, and for integrated perspectives on the human condition. W 

is the rl!lle of the third world in such a quest? Here-the picture is no 

too heartening. Barring a few isolated individuals and small centres o 

creative work, thinking in the third world is bereft of syst~matic 

into the fundamentals of life. This situa~ion needs to be quickly 

It wi~l be a real tragedy if cultures· strong in speculat~ve though~ 

deductive logic were to fall prey to the lure'of positivist science 

from the l.Jest at a time when the '-Jorld was in fact crying out for" new w 

views and meaning and value systems. The. religions and cultural tradit 

of the Middle East and the Far East, China and the Indian'Sub-continent 

among others, should provide m~jdr strearns of thought that could substa 

contribute to the present sear~h for alternatives. But as yet there se 

to be little stirring along these lines among the intellectuals of thes 

regions. The fact tha.t these. regions also happen to be or could be new 

centres of political and economic power is no guarantee that they ~ill 

.) 
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intelleetual leadership. -unless the-intellectuals themselves str~ve to 6o 
I 

so and impress.upon the elites of these societies the need·for radical 

reorientation of the 'goals anC. strategies of development. Indeed, it 

coold·: ·be quite the con tracy. 

. Such striving should be informed by two interrelated points._ F_irst,. 

modernity is not something that can be wished a~ay. Both as a doctrine of 
. ·'·\ 

life and a guide to prudence, and as a framework for attending to the affairs 

of society, it has shaped our worlc in a fundamental manoer, so fu~damental 

that we so o-ften call it the "modet:;n world". Mode!'nity is ·not just Western 

· or Occidental, it is part of us all. It has becot:te the dominanf:'\ tendency 
\ and a major tradition for the cont-emporary world. 

' . 
I 

Secondly, however, it is incumbent upon us all to relate this 

presently domin~nt tradition t~ other civilizational traditions, and to 

. evolve a ~rocess of critical interaction between them. This is crucial • 

The ~eminar for which this paper is written is ~ing held at the right 

time, when the entire aebate in various spheres is being reopened, whether 

in respect of science and the ph.ilosophy of science or in .respect of more 

basic relationships in society at a very micro level, in respect of family, 

etbnicity, sex roles and generational differe.nces. On all these themes the 

·'.dilfiCUSSion displays a new search, skepticism about earlier formulat;i.ons, . 

and wi~-ranging controversy, often resulting in considerable confusion~ 

So it is extremely timely that vre provide ourselves with a~ider framework 

for these various discussions, a framework.that weaves together the concerns 

of- science, philosophy, culture and religion fro~ ~lternative civilizational 

< · perspectives, It is to be hopec that the d·iscussions are held in sufficient 
. ., 

depth and with complete hoaesty and candour. 

C. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

Let us make an attempt to initiate such a discussion, _There.have 

been in human history diverse visions and perspectives on the role of 

knpwledse. in society and its relationship wit'h values and. life-styles. 

What concerns us at' the present juncture in ~a~ s evolution is the impact 
' \ 

of a particular v:Lsion that came out of the peculiar European experience 
i 

following 

f1£ter. the 
' ' 

the Renaissance, and aetting organized in a particular direction . ' ' 

seventeenth century and. especially after the advent of the Indus• 
I 

'. trial Revolution.. . What is peculiar about this vision is that the spur to 

·' it came from. tech_nology an<,i in course of time there emerged wHat. is known 

as sciencepbas~? techndlogy or -more correctly, a technology-directed science, 

/ /.i\lthough 
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Althoug~ in the beginning, as was the case everywhere el~e, scLance and 

technology proceeded on independent streams, one close to natural philo 

sophy and the other to prdctical craftsmanship, gradually a myth wa~ cr ated 

that science and technology were part of the same enterprise, an enterp ise 

that was "moderntt- and "rational ;• and ·which promise4 perpetual "progress'~ 

for mankind. Thus took place what may be called an unholy marriage between 

two traditions. Why did· this h.:,ppen? \·Jhy cid science take on an increasingly 

technological character, jud~ed more by its use-value than by its truth-value? 

r.. CULTURAL CONTEXT . 

The answer to this must ue found in the cultural location from which . . '. 

poth m6dern .science and modern technology emerged. It \vas a culture that 

treated knowledge as an instrument of power, as an instrumen~ of domination 
' ' ' 

over sinistet; and unpredictable forces of nature; and later over socil;ll 

forces and institutions, and ultima~ely over relations between societies and 

between cultures and races. Thi~ peculiar scientific worldview
1
n&eds to be 

understood and can be understood only by reference to a particular cultural 

context. 

So it is not so much the impact of.something that has·run.amok, 

namely modern technology, but rather a historical process of a fundamental 

kind which has led to the domination of one particular culture on all others, 

through the mechanism of science, and through the view that this particular 

science wS;s ''univer.sal" and hence valid for all as well as beneficial for all. · 

It is essential to come to grips with it, w~ may be better able to alter the 

course of modernity, not necessarily rejecting everything but rather changing!' 

the· internal relationships that J:OVern the field of knowle(\ge, as well as the 

interrelationship between knowledge and societyo And as we do this we may 
\ ' 

be able to rediscover trcditions of science and the pursuit of knowledge that 

are at the. r.1oment submerged. And similarly rediscover technological traditions 

from other parts of the world, I 

Z. OTl:IT::R TRADITIONS 

These other traditions of science have had long centuries of history 

and development and are still avai~able to draw on. In the countries of Asia 

there are very strong traditions of science; as well as of technology, which 

at the moment are submerged under the, dazzling impact of model;'n science, but 

which are gradually becoming highly relevant. For e~ample, in ancient China, 

India, Arabia, Pe~s~a anp Indonesia, there were important traditions of 

/science 
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science and technology. What is common to all of them is the thinking- that 

science, ia basically Q search for truth, a ltleans o'£ sel f-real:tration and ' 

self-control, not a means of bringing anything under domination including 

nature. Similarly there are traditions of technology and a great deal of 

work is going on in the last few years on discoverin.g these traditions wltich 

somehow, because of their tenacity and continued utility, have survived in 

the folklore and in the .folk practices of our peoples. There ~s need to 

rediscover these in the spirit of intellectual inquiry. 

F4 TOWARDS A HOLISTIC PERSPECTIVE 

One other. characteristic of these traditions of science as 'compared 

to the latter-day West~rn traditions of science is that l.;:nowledge, and the 

pursuit of truth were followed in a ~olistic way, not as a specializeo 

activity. These traditions represent a hoiistic view of hoth science and 

.culture not science as a discrete activity and culture as another discrete 

activity, with further fra~ntation and specialization under each. They 

regarded science and culture and various activities under each as facets 

of the same phenot!'enon. It is this very cotrprehensive view of creativity 

and thought; of science, culture, philosophy, art, technology, economics 

and politics that intellectuals a~e seeking today in this' world of extreroe 

division of labour ancl the condition o£ alienation and neurosis that it has 

produced. The act of creation and the pursutt.of truth are inseparable. 

The modernists have introduced a dichotomy hetween science and technology 

,on the one hand arid p~ilosopby and art on the other which is most unfortunate. 

There is, need to restore the comprehensive anc ·holistic perspective which was 

there bef.ore ann which still survives in many cultures but is at the moment 

submerged .. 

Today the Western world is uneasy with its own traditions, with 

some people looking for some magic· answers from the East. It is a very 

opportune time for us to reinvestigate and re-establish these traditions 

and to relocate the place of"knowledge and action in them. In saying this 

it is. important to have a modest view of what man can do, and e modest view 

of rational knowledge. One of the biggest maladies that the !'1odern age has 

brought in its wake is to put knowledge on a pedestal. Never hefore had men 

of knowledge, which in the modern age means men of science and technology; 

acquired such a command over resources and over the decisions that would 

affect generations to come and cultures and civilizations far outside the 

place where decisions are made. as well as other species and indeed the whole 

/of 
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of creation -. all i~ the name of knowledge. It is necessary to retur.n to. 

the tradition of knarwledge that cohceives it as ?,art of a larger process 

of self-realization, a larger process of reali~ing certain val~es. 

In the West too this search is on. Irl fact, perhaps it is more 

on. there than here. There is evidence to suggest that at a time ~hen within 

the West·le~ding ~ntellectuals and scientists are raising a hanner of revolt· 
I 

against the domina~t perspective, the elites in the thirrl world are hecaming 

. 1 

extreme1y enthusiastic followers of it, seeking out the mythology of modernity, 

and becoming keen purchasers of. the corrmodity called "tec;hnology 11 and the 

cotDI!'Odity calle~ "science 11
• Ue face a very 'cifficul.t time ahead in this 

region and other similar regions, a time when one of the main tasks will 
' . ~ 

be to persuade the decision-makers to move away from the suicid.al path on 
. . 

_which they seem to be moving relentlessly. · This calls for an organized. 

attempt on the part of the custodians of social c6nscience all over the 

world t.o raise the fundamental debate to stiroulate a serious r€thinki'ng • 

. - IV. TilE POLITICS OF DEVELOPMENT 

S~ch a debate will need to be fairly concrete. It should in 

particular draw attention to the pol~.tical repercussions of the ''modern" 

path qf development. It is a path that has not only produced·a more and 

more wasteful civilization;· it has also .• given rise to a glob~l structure of 

political and econo~ic power that has become increas~ngly iniquitous and 

conflict-ridden. It has led to a pottling up of world'resource~ in heavy ' 

concentrations of. capital and. mach,inery located in a few centres that have 

no~elation~hip to the real needs ~f h~~n beings. On ~he contrary, they · 

have given rise to a techno-econcrreic process that has rendered millions of 
' . 

human beings - including in the industrial centres - obsolescent and 

redundant and have greatly eroded resources an<' opportuni,ties that could 

have sustained productivity in diverse human settlements. 

A. PERMEATION 

Such a structuring of. poW8r·and resources. has permeated the 

developing regions as well. The prevailing l!'O~el of develop'll'ent has -ushered 

in wasteful ways of- human consumption not merely in the rich, hi'ghly indus

trialized, "developed" North; they are also to be found in, the poorer, ,less 

industrialized, ''underdeveloped11 South. Two consequences have followed: 

domination of the-nations ot the South by those of the Nol;'th, and within 

the nations of the South, domination of -large ntass~s of the people by small 

privileged, mainly urban-based and reoderniJ:ed elites who are more clos~ly 
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tied to the metropolitan centres of the world and the experts and Financiers. , 

of /transnational corporations and lending 'agencies than to theJr own pe~ples 11 
These elites are even more wasteful. and given to consumerist!l than. their 

Northern cotinte.rparts whore they seek t6 ef!lulate and they are certatnly far 

m9re responsi~le for producing structures of inequity and exploitation in 

their socie,ties than is the case i_n the North. This is not }··y any means 
I 

to underrate the fact that tl,.e rqot 'o£ the conte1!•po:rary patterns of inequality 

in the world are to be found in colonial and neo-colonial forms of dominance. 

, But it is necessary to see t~at these forms have penetrated - or reinforced -

the social structures of the colonized countries themselves. 

B. MISLEADING DIAGNOSES, 

The p~oblem pf persisting underd~velopiD.ent and glaring dualism . 

between the rich and the poor nations - and. as reflection thereof, between 

the rich and the poor 1n the poorer nations has been sought to be explained 

by reference 'to a number of misleading diagnoses. Among these are increase 
' . 

in population size o1 ~e poor, lack of wotivatiQn among the people of 

backWard lands, decline.in "aid 11 frorn the rich nations, transfer of resources 

fram development to defence in the developing ~ations, r~gional, linguisti~ 

· and ethnic divisions in the latter, aQ-d so forth. None o£ these, however, 

seem to us baste. They are either (like population growth) symptoms of more. 

basic causes or (like the alleged lack p.f u{otivat:i.on among the poor) wholly 
I 

misleading and wrong, arising from the prejudices of scientists and social 
J 
scientists and the search for alibis by people overcome by_guilt but not. 

I 
willing ti accept responsibility for basic injustices in the world~ 

C. BASIC ISSUE: LIFE STYLES 

The primary cause for la;ge areas of underdevelopment and inequity 

·,· is to be found in the global structuring of the man-resource relationship in 

which a minority of nations has, in pursuit of a parasitic and wasteful style 

of life, shored up a large part of world res6u~ces. The. spread of the same 

style of. life among the elites of the countries of the .third world. has. also 

meant that t~ey remain divided, both within each <>f then: and between them 
. . 

severally. The result is that most o{ these ,elites have failed to exert 

themselves at regional and world levels (except in endless r~etoric' an~ 

have. also ~ailed to pursue t'olicies within their own countries that are 

·.called forth by their soc:Lo-economi·c, demographic and cultural conditions · 

which happen to 1)e quite cHfferent from the conditions that obtained in 

the rieber nations dur~ng their respective phase of development. Instead; 

/they. 
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they (or most of them) are found to indulge in a rhetoric of confrontation, 
. ,; 

both at global and at domest-ic levels, and to seek alibis for tlteir failure 

to restructure a world in which they happen to be· in a majority. 

This·in effect means that the richer segments of both "developed" 

and ''developing" nations co~tinue to· i~dulge in life-styles that result in 

perpetuating global inequity, depleting world resources a~d unsettling nature'• 

fine balances. In sum, due largely to the inimical conseqt.tene'es 'of.llioderti 

technology, the dominant economic model that·has resulted from it and has 

been accepte4 almost universally, and the politico-philosophical underpinnltlSs 

of this model by a "theory of progress'' that had stemmed from the presupposition 

of infinite expansion of. nature's bounties that could become universally and 

equitably available, the world i.s being ruled by elites that a~e incapable 

of handling the problems confron'ting it .• 

D. INTELLECTUAL BRAINWASHING. 

The causes underlying all this are largely intellectual: tf the 

world is "structured" in a certain way polit:J.cally, it is because the thinking . . 
that has dominated the world for the last hun~red years and more has been 

faulty. These have heen the years that have been dOminated by ·the idea of. 

a uniform and homogeneous and product to be achieved by· all societies - a 
. . 

state of urban, industrial affluep.ce, managed by experts at ·.the top, and 

backed by a capital-intensive technology; in short, the model of an all

encompassing modernity. Even today, despite decades of misery and exploitation 

enge}ldered by this model,' the notion of catching up ~ith those who are seen 
I 

to be It\Ore "developed" and along the. same course continues with uncOtnmon 

persistence. To no small extent this persistence, which is based more on 

institutionalized interests of a few powerfUl people than on cpnscious 

del~beration.by the l~rge majority, accounts for the general scenario of 

inequity within societies and a Dtate of myopic dependence be~en them. · 

Underlying all other erosions - of resources, of cultures, of equity ... lies 

the psychic erosion of the human mind in _large parts of the worlc. Any 

attempt ~o undo the inequity and dualism of the present world must begin 
' 

by undoing the intellectual brainWl'lshing·that has taken place under the impact 

of the modernist doctrine of development. 

V. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL PERSPEGTIVE 

The concern with "environment and .develqpment" ·is signiHcant only · 

in thiS larger political .context of growing inequity ·and dualism in the worl.d. 

/and .,, 
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'and the intellectual necessity of redefining the whole purpose of 'develpp~nt. 

tt is significant in terms of seeking an alternative model to the one provided 
. ' 

by the doctri~e of modernity. And it is significant in terms'o£ a conception 

o~ development that is based less on specialized concerns of experts and 

aggregations thereof and more on something that is at once mo~e comprehensive 

and more accessible ·to all human beings. _Fin~lly, it is signi.ficant in s_p 

far a~ it promotes a v.iew of human welfare that is based far less on some 

linear progr~ssion through some untform pattern artd far more on seeking 

. · autonomy. and self-reliance in a variety of local contexts in which everyo~ 
" 

participates on the basis of firsthand knowledge of concrete conditioas. 

A. ·BASIC APPRoACH 

Ori environment too there are many. expert studies and, q£ course, 

much ·to learn. But the more fundamental insight-that has emerged from all 

patterns of development ,and life styles based on a con~eption of ·human needs 

aJl4 of social and economic goals that.could ens~re a sustained improVement in 

·' the qu·ality of life in. all regions and a just and equitab.le ·international. order. 

B. DEADLOCK · 

lt would be a gross mistake to think of environmental concerns facing 

the world out ot this larger political. context. Such an approach would 

unnecessarily c~unterpoae environment and development and make t~e forme~ 

~ppear as anti-developmental to one set of people and ehe latter as necesarily 

an encroachment and nuisance 'tO another. Such suspicions ~lready exist and 

the principal reason for them is the. tendency to ~reat different aspects of 
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·world development as disc!'ete and independent dimensions. This has given 

rise to aggressive pessimism of the conservationists and an equally aggressive 

restlessness of the developmentalists. There exists at the·moment a vir~al 

deadlock on. this· issue with little sign. of a breakthrough;.. And the problem 

.is compounded by the. fact that the conservationists are identified with the 
I 

North and the developmentalists·with the South. 

C •. IRONY 

The irony of it all is that the conservationists come from the r,egion 

where the development dogma (based on the doctrine o£
1
roode-rnity) origittat~d 

and the developmentalists come tro~ regions which have traditionally taken 

an integral view of man and nature and are even today better equipped to. 

, pursue an "environuentally sound" development path. The irony can be explained 
f . 

only by reference to t~e fact that t~e incessant pursuit of modernist develop• 

- ment by Northerners over centuries has had gt'U,esome econom.ic and poli't;ical 

consequences for the Southerners who are so possessed by the need to qultkly 

undo global disparitiee that they fail to see that they will never realir;e 

their goal if. they pursued the path laid out by the North. If they want to 

succeed, they ~st re)~ct this path and once they do· that some of their. best 

friends will ,be among the environmentalists. lbe environmentalists on the 

other hand neen to make common cause with the exponents of global equ-;f.ty 

and a new international order and to conceive of. .environment as providing 

a series of opportunities for pursuing a new development path rather than a 
aeries of constraints. Once conceived in this way, environment too becomes 

a resource - in fact the most basic of all resources - for development. ~ith 

this will end the impression of an adversary'relationship between the two. 

D. NATURE OF THE PRESENT CRISIS 

More con(!rete analysis will make .these 'Points ~bundantly cle~r. The 

basic scenario underlying the crisis facing the world can be stated quite 

simply. Arising out of massive poverty in large parts of the world, growing 

disparities between and within regions, worsening terms o'f trade for pooT 

countries 'and for rural areas within them which further widen these dtspariti~a., 

ane corresponding increases in dependence and a decline in real freedoms, there 

is evidence o£ rising discontent and restleaane~ among the poor of the world 

·producing in their wake political instability, growing incidence of· tension 
. I • 

and violence, an~ consequent i~security among elites as well as among powerful 

nations all of which is. increasingly-endangering peace at both local •nd 

regional and international levels, leading to an increase in repression and 
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arms races of various ~inds, and converting the whole world into a garrison 

state. This is hardly a scenario ih which the real causes of,the crisis 

fac~ng the ~orld can be attended to. And yet so grave is the cris~s and so 

interwoven are its various elements that it ,is only .by getting to the root 

of th,e problem and dealing with H with a clear head that a ~ajor break· 

through can be achieved in the huwsn condition, a steady and sustained • 

Rrocess of fuifilment of values and aspirations pursued in diverse regional 

·and cultural contexts, at least mi.nim.1m levels of satisfaction and confidence 

achieved in various centres of the world, and on the basis of all this, 

a more stable basis found for international peace and co-operation. 

'What then is the "rootof the problem"? Without going into 

'historical an~ philosophical issue~ ~some of which have been touched upon 

in earlier secrions), it is clear that underlying both the general 

historical process that engendered the phenomenon of underdevelopment 

and the persisting, and in some ways accentuating, states of inequity 
;; " 

and poverty .in our own time is the dominant.model of development, e~nating ,, 
from the TJest, a model based on the doctrine of modernity, the theory of 

pr6gress, a manipulative view of science and a hedonistic view of human 

happiness. 

E. CRUCIAL t.SPECT 

There are many aspects (cultural, technological and political) to 

this historical process which cannot all be dealt with here. But .the one 

that has proved crucial in bringing abo~t the present,state of affairs-is 

the growing conflict over the access, distribution and direction of world 

resources £or maintaining and 'raising standards of consumption and life• 

style that have been achieved by the urban middle classes in the indus

trialized world and, through emulation or prompting, by the middle classes 

everywhere. So powerful has been this model of a high-consumption life 

styl,e that it has undermined both the Lib~ral dream o£ expanding welfare 

~ for all and the ~arxist dream of solidarity of the world prQletariat 

ushering in an egalitarian, classless society. For inherent in the 

maintenan~e of this life style is access to and hence control over energy 

and industrial· raw materials and this necessarily involves growing 

inequality - between rich and poor countries, hetween the tiny middl~ class 

and the large unorganized masse& in.the latter, and between the proletariat 

of the ricl.l countries and the proletariat of the poor countries • 

. /Inherent 
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Inherent in such a model of development based on inequity at various 

levels are many other distortions of our time • the conception df the global 
I ' ,I 

I 

economic process as a homogeneous whole~ the consequent need to turn formally 

independent countries int~ economic.colonie~,. the strident safeguarding of 

differential advantages of the industrialized countr1ee thr~h all kinds 

of trade barriers and simultaneous pressure for assuring both the supply of 

commodities from the third World and markets therein for sophisticated 

consumer goods and gadgetry. For all this it becomes necessary to ·spread 

the culture .of consumerism globally and at the same time contain and confine 

the capacities of newly industrializing countries within narrow technological 

limits; hence the crucial role of the transnationala. Above all, there is 

the increasingly global sweep of economic diploma~y for ensuring enough 

surpluses from the world countryside for meeting the growing demands for 

resources of the metropolitan ce~tres in the face of fast growing populations 

in the third world which is bound to put some brakes.on the traditio~! export 

orientation of their economies. Similar pressures and distortions follow 

from the effort of. the urban middle classes in the third world. to retain 

their living-standards. 

·F • INEQUITY 

The sum total of all these pressures for preserving the economic 

advantages of the already advantaged i8 an.accelerating pressure on world . ' resources which in turn produces a structure of inequity, exploitation, 

erosion of local autonomy and self-reliance and denial of basic necessit~ea 
. ~ . 

to the large majority of the people of the world all of which is inherent 

in the present development model based on relentless consumerism •. 

It is tbe same ethic of consumerism that erodes envir~ntal 

qualities too. In fact· the environmental erosion entailed in maintaining 

these life sty\ea' 11nd concomitant modes of production, technology and land

use and settle~nt.patterns in various pa~ts of the world is such that·it is 

becoming increas~ngly difficult to provide for a lastin~ eradication of poverty 

and a sustainable improvement in the quality of life and levels of living o~ 

the world's poor and of future generations. '!be present patte7;ns of develop ... 

ment are so wasteful and destructive of. natural resources - land, water and 
• ', i 

entire ecosystems - that they are -producing an. in~reasing and exponential• 

growth in desertificati~, def~t'estation and soil degradation which are 

leading to an over-all erosion of the productive process itself - and ~st 

of this in the developing countries. 
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G. RELEVANCE TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Those· who think that envi~o~ntal erosion is largely a problem for 
-

·· the· induatrit!llized countries are quite off the mark. For increasingly the 
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reverse is taking place. Even pollution which was supposed to be confined 

to industriali~ed c.ountriea is increasingly being "expot.ted" to the countries 

·of the third world •. And pollution is but a minor aspect of the environmental 
I 

probl~ the more important aspects being depletion of renewable resources at 
I , 

a rate faster than their regeneration alongside exhaustiOQ of non-renewable 

resourees!t a rising rate of withd:rawal of marginal land from productive u'se 

thanks to biological degradation and deser'tification~ 'and many other forms 

·of decli.ne i~ productivity arising from application of alien fornis of 

technology and the systematic undermining of indigenous tradit~ons and 
' ' 

skills that were suited to local conditions. Such intrusions into the 

local environments and their self-sustaining quality have not only increased 

disparities within and between regions but also increased dependence all 

over - of the countryside on the cities and of entire countries on outside 
' ' 

forces - in the process undermining local s~lf-reliance· and participation 

of local communities in decisions that vitally,affect them. Environmental 

erosion is thus no m.ore than a physical and ecological expression of the 

over-all erosion of societies wrought by development patterns fostere~-

by conaumerism. 
I /VI. 
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the potentia:l of each locality. The scope for ·such potential is quite 

e~tensive one~ the drain~ge to the outs~de world dictated by present 

.patterns of development and decision-making are brought under control~ 
' ' . ' 

This involves maximum reliance on renewable resources, regulation of the 
\ 

'speed of su~h resource use; and recycling of resources within the locality • 

. In potnt:. of ~~et, resources available within a local envir.onment are ·more 

·in tune with the requirements of the area and most. of 'these are nature's 
'' free gifts which do not lend· ·themselves ··to outside controls. except when 

I 

a society surrenders its option$ under the hypnotic sway of i1:11ported 

models. This also implies that the conception of alternative development . . . 
is itself not uniform t~ough it. is certainly informed by.certairi norms 

and- the historical context (on this more later). Plurality is in-built in 

thi-s vi~. It is thus a conception of alternatives. 

C. SELF-RELIANCE AND DECENTRALIZ/I.TION 

·The, need, then,_ is for gr~ater self-reliance in every- _lo.cale, 

· . optiJDal utilization of nature'. s resources for pr-oductive use at decentralized 

levels, and the orientation of scientific effort to the problems. of'the 

cOD¥DOn man~ Only .thu-s can Gandhi's vision of production ~ot· only for the 
''. ' 

masses but' also by the masses would be realized. 

D- DEVELOPMENT AS LIBERATION 

Such an approach to development, once implement~d, can have far

reaching '"con.equ~nce~. It W!Juld be the ·best insurance against drainage . . . 

of resources to the affluent areas and would stop the shoring up of world 
' . I I • ' • . ' .' . ~ 

resou~cefP, by a· minority of nations.·. Within each country, it wi,.ll improve 

the t~rms of. trade between a~riculture and. indust.ry, and betw~en rural 

and urban areas. And with~n the village society too, once the drainag& of 
. . ' ' 

· resoJlrces ·and the perversion .o.f ,institutional structures and information 

. flow~ due .to rap'acious technology are brollght under control and. the Madi- . 

tional u~er8tanding of nature's life-support system is allowe~ ~11 scope, 

there .will be less scope for e~ploitation and greater scope for .. equitable· 

' rel-.tions ·and :more broad-bas~d participation of .the people in- the productive 

~rocess. ·the ne't1!7 development pattern, ·iri other .words, involves a whole 

ehain of liberating ·'effects .•.· from the country as a whole to the last_ llia.n 

in it - and' makes it possible to tap the vast potential that nature can 

/provide 
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VI. APPROACH TO ALTERNATIVES 

It follows that the movement towards an alternative model of 

development should apply to all regions of the' world, 11developingn' and 
11developed'', and that it should combine in its framework both a sustainable 

process of (a) deveiopment thrpugh continuous regeneration of renewable 

resou~ces, and (b) a reduction in resource and-income disparities between 

and within regions. Such • symbiotic relationship between, environmental · 

and socio-political goals. is inherent in the conception of an _alternative 

pattern of development. · In what follows we· shall spell out a few basic 

postulates. 

A. REMOVAL OF POVERTY 

The goal of development at the present time should be, first and 

foremost, t~e removal· of poverty, not a mere increase in national product 

which more often than not leads to wasteful consumption by elite strata 

with little or no benefit to the poor. Now, remov~l of poverty .entails 

I 

a series of SUb;..goals SUCh as removal of disparities acrOSS regions, .between· 

cities and the rural areas, and between the rich and poor within each secror 

as well" as between the present and the future ge~erations. Even this is 
' . . 

not enough. There is need to direct development categorically for the 

bene-fit of the poorest strata,· abnegating the diet~- that inequality and 

income differentiation are inevitable in the process of growth. All this 

involves a different approach to technology, resources and the envi-ronment. 

R~oval of poverty is not possible under c~nditions that denude basic 

resources of nat~re to which the poor had always had access and for·which 

they did not have to depend on institutionalized decisions. There is· ~ed, . ' 

,I 

"I 

therefore, to move _toward~ a model of development that has the potential · 

of providing prosperity with utmost equity and in harmony with nature 

(i~e. by preserving its resource base for sustained development for all 

classes and for future generations). 

B. EQUITY T,HRQUGH LOCAL SELF-RELIANCE 

Development for equity entails primacy of local' development and an 
' 

end to external dependence. In the existing patte·m of devel.,opment the· 

villages are dominated from outside the locale, ~he society as a ~hole by 

a class of technoc~ats and entire nations by global purveyors· of technology 

and power. The goal of development should, instead, be. an actualization of· 
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provide but which has oeen held back from the people for so long. Environ-

mentally, such a pattern of ~evelopment ope~s many doors. ·By minimizing. 

the use of depleting assets', it presenes resources for underprivileged 

grpups in the present and for cenerations to come in the futu~e. By promoting 

·a use ~attern that is irt consonance with nature's principles (such as 

recycling and symbiosis), it promotes health and wellbeing and controls 

pollution. By enabling a diffuse pattern of resource-flows, it e~ables man 

to escape centralized control over life's basic needs. In short, it beco~s 

the catalyst of a genuine alternative to Western-style industrialization 

and the harbinge~ of a non-elitist path of development for all. 

E. ENDOGENOUS SCIENCE 

Such a model of development aimed at removal of poverty and disparities, 

equity be~e~n and within regio~s and g~neration~, local self-relia~ce, d~cen- -

tralizaeion an~ people's participation will necessitate a redirection of 

scientific effort itself. It c~lls for no~ only the "regeneration of· 

'\Tillages" that is much talked of but also the regeneration of science. Under 

the present model of development ·the main emphasis is on taking technqlogy ' 
'' 

to the villages, almost in the same vein as the much talked of "transfer of 

technology" to the developing countries, in both cases the presumed benef~

ciaries being treated as passive recipients 'to whom a· set of standard techniques 
~ 

and practices; evolved in some advanced country or institution~ are to be_ 
' doled out. That this is repelling is obvious. But it is no less obvious 

that it has gone on for a pretty long time now with deleterious consequences 

to both the autonomy and the wellbeing of millions of people. What is 

called for now is a radically different approach, making villages the 

bastions of scientific inquiry and doing this mor~ in the spirit of learning 

the mysteries underlying tr~ditional practices of recycling and ~he·endless. 

web of ii\terrelationships bet\-1een diverse land systems, t~ater resources, 

plant.resources, animal and bird species_and other elements in the rural 

ecosystem. 
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F. NEW ROAD TO PROSPElUTY 
,f 

Once such a spirit of learning develops, it will become possible . 

to draw upon the rich potential of biotechniques based on nature's principles. 

!~will then become possible to avoid rapacity and at .the same time promote 

prosperity and wellbeing. This can ·be done by an in-depth study of each 

component of a spec·ific environment· .. its air, water, soil, the p~ant~, 

anima~s and.other living elements in it, and interrelationship of these 

all. Kaowledge of these various processes provides scope for not just an 

equit~l?le and decentralized pattern of development but, through it, for 

'eontinuous improvement in the quality of life of all strata of the people • 

. It is essential to restore the original symbiosis between science and 

'\ 

nature, which has been disturbed by science becoming an instrument of exploita

tive technology to which we referred very early in this paper. The approach 

pro_pose'd here also corrects another mistaken notion, namely a negative view 

of the environment as something th.;~t imposes constraints and "limits". 

Whil~ certain constraints must be respected, as they are based on real 

'factst there are also immense opp9rtunities for growth which too are provided 

by the same environment. Garnering such opportunities should be the ta~k 

of science. 

G. APPROACH TO NATURE 

The new approach to science and to development suggested here is 

based on a certain perception of nature and man's relationship to it. The 

presumption that the role of science was to master nature and yield it in 

the servi~e of man has turned out to be an illusion. It was, in turn, based 

'on a view of science ttself as an instrument of man's power over n~ture 

and over other men. This must give place to the original purpose of 

scie'nce. namely understanding the processes of. nature - the opportunities 

it provides as well as the constraints it imposes - and on the basis of 

such unders~anding, the planning and development of a given area. Such aR 

approach will make for a partnership 'between science and nature {instead 

of an adversary relationship as is the case at present) and in turn • and 
\• 

this is equally vital - between the scientist and the villager. There is 

a,vast area or research and development that lies ahead in this field. But 

it will need to be based on a different philosophy than the one that usually 

informs R and D establishments. The scientist will have to take on a more 
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modest role - as a participant in a, total system of _relationships. As 

was stressed earlier in this pa{ler, one of th~ basic postulates of an 
' 

alternative model and philosophy of development is to treatr life as a 

whple and iot in fr~gments. This calls for a perspective on science that 

is characteristically'more Oriental 'than Occidental. 

VII. ENVIROJ.it.'iENT AND DEVELOPMENT ,IN 
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC 

This may be a good point to move to an exemplification of ·the 

postulates of an alternative perspective on environmen~ and develo~Rt iu 

the specific context of the Asian and Pacific region. Of cours~~ almos't 

all the references to· the third 'tvorld made in the preceding sections. hold 

in the case of this'region; conversely, many of the points made bblow will 

have relevance to large parts of other third world- regions. It would 

nonetheless be instructive to illustrate and exemplify the gener~l issues 
j 

already raised in. the specific context of this region~ among other things 

because many of the. points made above become more forceful when applied 

to this region. The population one deals with is much larger, the base_line ·· 

~f p~erty in large parts of the region more abysmal, the ext~rtt of dispariti~s 

in the region more striking then, say, in the other major developing reg~ons, 

and the agro-cli~tic conditions poorer than in more temperate lands.- On 

the other hand, .there ·are rich traditions in the Orient to draw upon, some 

rather fundamental and original thinking in the recent past, and a backgrou~d 

of 'philosophy and metaphysics that may be more conducive to austerity and self• 

control in life styles once the ne~d for them is.demonstrated and externa~ 

influences are submerged in a new search for identity and potency. 

A. AGRICULTURE 

Particular mention needs to be made of the technology which has 

come to be encouraged in agriculture. The use of chemical fer~lizers and 

pesticides upsets the chemical balance of the soil, interferes with nature's 

own process of recuperation and destroys the biological property of the soil 

by killing those micro-o~ganisms in the soil, which Charles Dar.Win called 

the builders of civilization. Even in the cold and ~emperate climates, 

where nature has provided better conditions for preservation of soil humus, 

the non-specific use of these chemicals is harmful. "Their effects are far 
' " 

worse for a tropical country wher~ high humidity end high temperature lea~ 

to quick decomposition o~ soil and organic matter. The orie~tation to 
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this technology has
1
also blinded us to the compensation nature has provided 

the .tropical countries in the form of lush vegetative growth - e.g.,· water

hyac~th, ferns that harbour nitrogen~fixing algae, tropical legumes like 

the winged hean found in Papua New Guinea and south-enet Asia •· whi•b can 

be used to replenis~ the soil ~umds, provide rich manure and possibilities 

of intercropping (e.g. with'legu~es wh~ch yield proteins and fix atmospheric 

nitrogen). act as solvents of toxic effluents, as well as deodoriser, 

purifier of water and as sources of-~ethane for lighting homes. If the 

present technology is allowed to continue, the productive lands-blessed 

with euch gifts of nature will be reduced to dust bowls, the streams 

polluted to stinking sinks, and the food chains- from-micro-organisms 

to plants and animals ... will be poisoned wi.th chemicals. 

B. INDUSTRY 

' In the indu-strial sphere, the focus so far has been on economies 

of-scale and return money capital rather than on creativity and productive 

employment of men and development and sustainable use .of local natural 

resources. The drive is towards making the production process more 

capital-intensive whose benefits remain beyond the reach of most. Inherent 

, in this is the concentration of production as opposed to diffusion of 

initiative. And the eoncrete result of this over-all -industrial-agricultural 

production system is that there is no solution_ for the unemployment problem, 

· even at th~ present population levels. 

To tackle the problems of poverty·and unemployment, the need is to 

explore-techniques which would have a liberating role, that is, which the 

large•scale industry or the rural rich will find it difficult to control 

and which, on t:;he other hand, will release the potential for greater 

opportunities .of income and employment generation. This, requires, in the 

first instance, a deep understanding of the physical laws, the.life-support 

system of the planet, and_ the_ interactions of the components in each micro• 

environment. The deeper our understanding of the life sciences, and the 

less our dependence on the shortcuts. provided by chemistry, the simpler 
• j 

and less expensive -will be the t~chniques. 

c. THE TWO COMPARED 

One of the effects of the doctrine of modern1.ty is to discount 

agri~ulture in comparison to industry. This is fundamentally unsupportable. 

Agriculture is production of wealth from the bowels of earth: it is renewable. 

Industry, on the other hand, often involves extraction of a depleting~esource 
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and' its processing into a more usable form. There is, therefor~, no compari~ ,, -; 

between the two:_ the former is more ba.sic t'o_ the wellbeing' of the pe6p1~. · 

Moreover, in future, as the costs of air purification and weter purification 

come to be bo~e by the industry, the resource to large indus~y vill be . 

relatively less. 

D. QUESTION OF SIZE 
':'}z~\ 

Certainly, this does not mean that large industry, or even the heavy 
, . , 

industry, will need to be scrapped. The solution is not to cast out a' 

j technology altogether. A change in social institutions can hardly be 

successful unless it achieves a large tteasure.of connexion between tbe new. 

and the old. As alter~ative technologies grow, the incidence of the existing_ 

technologies will get reduced. All tne same, efforts will ~ve to be made 

towards reduciftg the ecologically harmful consequences of 'the existing ': 

exploitative technologies by suitable modifications. In this what real~y . 
needs to be restrained is the ~deology of industrialism which seeks to 

build a large industry to feed another group of large industries and so on. 

In this spiral, an industrial island gets built up which neither supports, 
' 

nor is supported by, the l~fe of the masses. That is the way to an enclave 
' ' 

society which never lasts. 

For a stable participato~y auP humane society, small-scale industrial 

units should exist in ubiquity; .and the ~dium industries should spring up 

w]lerever the aeed is felt. There would be need for large units as well._ 
) 

But these will have to be under more rigor0us social cont~ol. Here, one 

major difference from the present pattern is called for.' Whereas the 

pT~sent-day orientation is more towards the larget the new approach would 

require the large as 8 last resort, to perform specifically t~ese functions 
-

• which smaller scale units cannot perforo end which nevertheless. have to be' 

performed for the wellbeing_, of the society. 
' .. 

E. ENERGY 

Associa~ed with the revival of interest in agriculture and organic 

fertilizers, is the increasing err.phasis on recycling of waste through use 
' . ~ ' 

of cowdung, composting of hurten excreta, gobar gas plants, dry toilets etc. 

All this is to be welcomed. For the health of tropical soil great~y depe~ds, 

on ,the return of waste products to the soil in an a~simi,able manner. But 

the tecbnolpgy of recycling can be extended mu~h further, includ}ng water, 

wind and the sun. These are call~d renewable& because these are being ., . - ' . 

continually recycled. 1 The technologies of. irrigation and ge~eration ?f 
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hydro-power, wind power and solar ppwer come 1.1nder this cate.gory.. ,A ~hrust 

is n~decl noW for· advance into these technologies.· . . 
In recent.years, hyrlro-power has been receiving greater attention 

than· earlier~ But the init .. iat:hie for·· micro• 11Ydel projects is lacking .even 

now. In China and several European countries the /generation of hydro-

electricity in s'l!l811-scale projects has been a' vigorous ac.tivity for a long 

time. We need t~ shed our attitude of dependence on the distribution systems 
' / of the large central power plants in the rural areas. 

Wind is more readily available than falling water. Even the industrial 

nations are naw recognizing that there is considel;'able benefit i-p. ''harking 

back" to small-unit wind power tec~nologies. With reneweq interest in this 
' 

· anci~nt technology, ideas .which 1-t~d not bee.n fully explored earlier, will 

.. certainly be ·r~vived.- Thus, -tn both hydro-powe~ anc wind p~wer, the tradi

·tional· technology and the latest understanding in life sciences get linked. up. 
• I ' 

F • SO'£.AR POWER 
I 

·On~ tHstinc't feature of solar energy (as with wind power) is tha•t it 

is pervasive and diffuse .- hence more suite'd for decentralized producti'On 

and use. When efforts. are made to make .its production highly centralized 

· the capital investment requi.rements become very high. This is the reason 
~ 

wqy the United States commercial firms are finding that the array of 

equipment·nee~ed to obtain solar energy ie far.more expensive than the 

equipment used to obtain energy fr~ coel. 

· · Most parts of this region rece:f_ve high-intensive, fairly uniform 
{ I 

~~shine for ten months of the year. The scope of harnessing solar energy 

is• there,fore, great. But the basic condition for making solar energy 
\ 

part of an alternaHve pattern of cevelopment has to be lSrought wi_thin 

the reach of the common pe9ple •. 

G. FORESTS AND- TREE COVER 

Soler power generation and solar engines-and-pumps1are two aspects 
. I , 
o

1
n which useful research is under way. Photosynthesis,, however, is by _far ... 

the most efficient means known to mankind for tapping the solar energy. 
. ' 

This ·means that· the' trees will have to be a· tr>..ajor t"lE!ans of meeting the 

energy requirements of villages. The reasons why many peopl~ now shudder 

at the thought of felling trees is that for decades we have, in our rapecious

.n~ss, gone on denuding _tree-lands withou.t caring to regenerate. We have to 

atone for this·sin by:·. (a) building a permanent forest belt in all dr~ 

./areas 
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I 

areas and wherever high-v~locity winds are prevalent; (b) bringi~g eve*y b~re 
hill under a protective vegetative cover; (c) raising mixed ~orests oflgrass, , 

• • I 

fuel trees, and ·trees for production of le_af _fodder and fruits on wastJlands; 

and (d) scientific forest management of the conserved, that is, natura~ 
. • i 

forests. The energy plantations suggested here are in additidn to thede. 
! 

For this, the fuel-wood trees have to be on village commons, bou~darie~- of 

fields, on lands lying on the side of the roads and railway .li'Des .• on ~anks 

of canals and p~mds, as also on other available sites. No doubt, thes~ 
I trees will have to be of the fast-growing species. 
i 

I 

When the pressure of people on land is tremendous, it 

difficult to'secure the release of lands for afforestation. 

is undouhltedly · 
! . 

This will '!be e 
test of the __ leadership·. .Leaders ~ili have to promote a social awarenes~ to 

the effect that while it is essential to provide for the daily necessit~es 
f ' / - ! 

of the people for fuel, it is also essential to protect and multiply re~e~es 

of forests and village commons, because ~hese·serve the-commrin purpose~£ 

the soci~ty' in respect of soil conservati~n, water preservat~o~ lessenlng 
I 

of drou-ght and flooding, protection of environment and sustained supply 1 of 

energy. 

H. WATER 
j • 

Nature provides a balance in every micro-environment. There. he$ to 
I 
I • 

be a balanc~ (and a process of recycling) hetween land _and water, both ~t 

the surface end subsurface levels, and in every locale. In our distort~d 
concept of modernization, we have in most places extended motorable road~ 

II 
in a n~rtner ~hich has partitioned the canals and choked their flowsr A1 a 

rewl t, the seepage effect of the canals ha.s stopped and the undergroun4 . 

water table has g'one down in the neig~bouring areas. The canals in the i 

pest were interconnected as a mean~ of travel and commerce. With the 

drying up of ~anals, what we in south Asia call the dinghies ·(transport . 
! 

I 

~ plying in the canals) are disappearing. It is not merely the canals. 

southeud. south--east Asia many of the rivers, too, 'have got silted up in 
• . . • I 

large parts. These cause floods during the rains and limit the scope o£1 
• ·'i 

inland 1iaterways. Rejuvenation of these rivers is a mtist for irrigationj, 
! 

flood control, arid a network of inland waterways. Lack of conscious effprt' 
. I 

in this matter would in a few decades endanger the very survival of entif~· 
communi ties. . i . 
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I. EMPLOYMENT 
>. 

The specific 
/ 

tasks ·facing poor countries in the regioh are thus 

many. But they are all, to be informed by one idea. - protection, and 
j 

restoration of the resource base whose erosion can endanger the prospects 

.of improving~iving conditions. Attending to these tasks~ however» can 
\' ' .. 

generate massive employment which is the crying need of many countries in 

the region. Indeed, by redirecting the emphasis c1f.econo¢c development . 

from per capita income~ (which is no more than a statistical.abstraction) 

'to ~mployment generation, development of the type recommended here can be 
1

• pursued without sacrificing future production· potential and undermining· 

resourc~ base of, these societies; indeed these will get enriched~ 

J. NEW ORDER 

" It is precisely thit;; type of development that can release man's 

initiative for a new order of production "for the masses and by the masses"' 

as well as a new order of civil society based on equity and local self-

, .reliance which can generate a sense of· etharing and of participation, and 

a feeling of communion with nature on the one hand and 'science on the other. 

K. GANDHI AND MAO 

The last point above is of vtmost importance. One rea,son why the . . 
concept of equity has not led to concrete results is the lack of .scienti-

., 
' '.,t 

} 
•'' 

fic backing· for it. There is lat presetlt a virtual divo.rce between polit-ical ; 

phiiosophy and scientific striving. As a result, outstanding thought 

from this region such as Gall-dhi 1 s conception of' self-rule for the poor and 
( 

Mao's non-elttist path of development have faile4 to gain long-term accep-

tance even within their own societies. lWhile lip service is paid to their 

~deals, the State in their respective societies bas placed overwhelming 

emphasis on centralized control of the economy, in the process breeding 

a power elite. Similarly, Karl Marx, whose name moves millions in this 

as in other regions and who i~ known.as the prophet of equality, had dreamt 

~ of doing away with centralization of al~ power as we+l as the distinction 

betveen town and.country and between manual and intellectual labour. Yet 
• \ > 

he too had failed to question the technological centralization involved in 

modern tnduetrialization; all he advocated was tpat the means of produc

tion should be owned and controlled by society. 
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-In both capitalist and socialist societies the whole emphasis ot
scientific thought has been on so~ial management, not on basic processe' of 

nature. Yet it has become abundantly clear in the thinking of leading 
1 

, I , ' 
scientists themselves that social organization must seek consonance wit~ 

I 

processes of nature; not abjuring intervention as such but making each 

intervention maximize nature's operating principles for the benefit of ~. 
! 

The most significant of these principles is diversity which entails loc$le-

specificity in resource management and hence a diffuse and decen'tralized 

process of decision-making in the spheres of_ production and consumption 

and thus in the .determination of surpluses _and life styles. 

It is not that Gandhi, Mao 'and Marx were wrong in their philosophy. 

It is'rather that they-or, in the case of Gandhi their followers, pressed 

a wrong and outmoded science in realizing their ideals~ a science that no 

honest scientist could accept as real. The task that faces these societies 

now is to redirect scientific effort in the service of the ideals of 

Gandhi and Mao.. This calls for a -different conception of the purpose of 

science than that associated with modernization. To the "modernist" 

mind, science like all knowledee is an instrument of ~ecular power for 

creating a good social order. We must reject this as both dangerous and 

inadequate. It is dangerous because power as the end of knowledge usually 

deg~;.nerates - irrespective of "i13ms" - into the power of. the few over many. 

It is inadequate because the creation of a good social order can be no 

more than a means, the end being the liberation and self-realization of· 

each being. 

We come here to the Oriental conception of knowledge as a means 

of seeking truth whic~ in turn is a means towards liberation of the self. 

(In Oriental thought truth is not an end in itself.) TI1is is a conception 
' I 

in keeping with the conceptions of diversity and decentralization. Provided, 

of course, 3andhi's basic principle i~.remembered. It is that such libera

tion is to be of all individuals 9 not jus.t of the educated and the better

off. Indeed, for him it should begin with the "last man" first. This is 
~ 

the basis of a just and equitable' society. Such_ a conception _rejects the 

dualism inherent in the Western paradigm and seeks the ends of the individual 

as well as of society in a composite philosophy of nature. With this also, 

i~cidentally; disappears the discord·between society and ecology. 
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VIII. TOWARDS A- FRAMEWORK OF POLICY 

We have in this_ paper considered in some detail the historical and 

philosophical background of the development proble~tique of our time as well 

as a perspective on alternative development approaches, both generally and in 

the context of this reglon, with necessary allusions and exemplifications of 

a specific kind whe~ever necessary. We may end the paper by translating this 

exercise into a set of policy perspectives for an alternative pattern of 

socio-political a.nd techno-economic development in the Asian and Pacific region. 

We shall do this in a broad and comprehensive developmental framework Which 

~sh®ld, in our conception, provide the main orientation of the environmental 

perspective. We have discussed the specifics of this perspective-in some detail 

in the last two sections. We shall now try to embody it in a set of alternative 

development' strategies. We think this is vital if the environmental issues 

are not to get isolated from the main thrust ot the development'debate in our 

time. It is. also widely recognized now that cha.nges in social structure, 

basic concerns like education and health and institutional parameters ~f a 

desirable course of development are all fairly central to the environmental 

._perspective. It is to this over-all policy framework that we now turn. 

A. BASIC STRATEGY 

We shall begin by focusing on three major facets of a basic development 

strategy. 

1. Life styles 

While retaining a good deal of diversity of a cultural and individual . 
kind, there is need to have a consensus on such matters as desirable and 

undesirable consumption standards, use and distribution of resources for the 

gratification of needs, and norms for minima and maxima in inco~es and wealth. 

2. Organization of space 

There is a need to stop thinking of "rural" and "urban'1 as separate 

sets of entities and to think of them as a continuing structure of city, town 

and countryside, of agriculture and industry, of hinterland and metropolis. 

The need is to think in terms of a social continuum in which, while the romantic 

utopian dream of village self-sufficiency may be left behind .(there should be 

no regr~t about this for such a system had very many negative features). we 

/may 
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may also be I able to avoid the scenario of huge mettopoi'es draining t~e r~aource• ·· .'i,' 

o~ the countryside in a parasitic' ~nner. The scenario to work for (with 
! . . I 

th~ exception of ci~y states) ~s one .in which the country is studded by a. few 

thousand localities (regions), ~ach clustering around a medium•size town, , I 

sharing in its amenities and its economy in a.relstively ega~itarien manner, 
- I ,-; 

• in which all strata of society gain from the benefits 6~ development bu.t avoid · ·. 
I ' , 

the ills of modern consumer societies that are prisoners of highly conce~trated 

production complexes. 

3. Production system and technglosv 
.. 

Such a structuring of space will .need to be supporte4 by a correspondiD&. 

continuum of productive orientations and technology releva~t to ea.ch of the1ll• . . 
Tbe strategy that will have to be evolved will .need to'be integral to the 

development of a country as a whole - where both production a.nd adminiatr'at:f.oll 

are decentralized t~ medium~sized towns end their rural ~interlands, Wbere 
•citY·8rowth rates are prevented from becoming grotesque, where employment 

opportunities in agriculture .(which have some natural limits) are su~plementpd 

by employment in small and Widely diffused industries, where educational in,titu.• '· .· 

tiona are located close to jobs and restructured away from the present emphasis 

on u~iversity degrees and towards widely scattered tra.initig :insitutions .ba•ed 

on short-duration courses for middle-range technician~ in various walks of l~fe, 
\'I ' . 

where health fac~lities ate not limited to the privileged, and where the · 

economy derives its strength from the pUrchasing power of the $reat numbers. of 

the peop~e and ,not ~rom the expansion of middle~claas consumer indu~t~ies ~nd 

their ".export orientation". · ll!lplied in such a restructuring of rural-urban . ' ' 

and aaricultur~l-industrial relations is e new techno-economic model. The new 

emphasis on rural development in a large number of countries in this and 

other third world regions is to be wel~omed as a departure from the earlier 

norms of urban-based industrialization. But it is still necessary to, think of · 

rural development as part and parcel of a larger model, a ~el in which w~ 
' . ' 

' talk less 0~ rural development in the usual segmental fashion snd mpre of 
I 

d~velopment ·of individuals and comDI.lnities ·- of all of' them, irrespective of 
' .. 

distinctions of locale or class. It is only· in this over-all context that 
/ . 

the emphasis on "rural development" will make sense. · '! · · 

B. SCENARIO FOR THE .FUTURE 

It is from an optiwm interrelation!JJ:tip of the abOve three faeets a 

,comprehensive de~ign f9r the future emerges. We give beloW the essential 

compone~ts, of such a design. 
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1. Principal focus 

The prime concern· of economic policy for a just social order ought· to be 

to. genera~e employment .that :(.s able to absorb at least the new additions· to 

the adult population, and where there' is a substantit~l backlog of unemployment 

atld underemployment, to absorb that as well. The major sour'ce of injustice-, 

t-oday is to be found so much in a condition of general scarcity as in the fact · 

·of the diminishing marginal utility of men and women as such, in the feet that 

ndllions of people find the~elves idle and useless, often in their v.ery prime 

of youth. 

z. Agricultural transformation 

The major impetus for such employment will have to come·from a 
( 

transformation of the agricultural sector, converting it from an area of 

stagnation t'o a catalyst of growth. This can be _achieved, first and primarily; 

by introducing and rapidly implementing an agricultural "technol~gy based on · 

renewable resources at a rate-~ommensurate with their ~egeneration. The 
. ' . itlputs as·sociated with the 11new technology" does s~em t'o have provided a major 

breakthrough in many parts of the region in achieving self-sufficiency in fpod 

- and other raw materials as well as for raising the status o~ agric~lture i~ 

national priorities. HoWevE:!r, there is ne~d· to adopt these practices with. 

conscious care to try to adapt them to fulfil social goals and to ensure 

endogenous development and local self-reliance~ They must substantially raise 

employment and the incomes of the poor, not just aggregate output. Beyond the 

new inputs there is need to attend to other practices: crop differentiation 

' and mixing that can increas'e the amount of labour needed per acre 9f land and 

raise the ·income of labourers, and is conducive to ret~ining soil fertility 

develo~ent of water resources that are suited to the'needs of small farmers 

and tena~ts, ,a. combination of large inputs of organic and small additions of 

inorganic fertilizers~for maintaining a sustained process of productivity, 

encouragement of farm practices that are labqur-intensive, discouragement of 

mechanization that is labou;·displacing, and the provision of relev~nt credit 

and.infrastructural inputs for the small cultivators. This, in turn, calls 

for .the.other package of m~asures know~ as land reforms, so that the benefits 

of agricultural developmerit'are widely dispersed ~nstead •of being pre-empted 

by, the we-11-to-do 'farmers, as has occurred in so many countries, so that the 

.rural social and economic structure becomes more egalitarian, and so that the 
I . 
ava!labl~ _land is able ,to provide employme.nt and a ...-minimum income fo millions 

more families than is at present the case. 
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3. Rural industrialization 

·'. 
._l 

In large parts '='f the world it is safe to predict that the sum total,. 
i 

;, ' • ' ' > 

of reforms involved in a new-agricultural drive and redistributive legis~ation 
. I 

will not be enough to sustain a growing po'j)\llation on the land. Studies on 

manpower. absorption by different sectors of the econ6~ show conclu_sively ~hat~ 

except in the few places with very low population densi~y and large surpluses 

of land, there comes a stage when agriculture begins to absorb a diminishing 

proportion of the rising population. It does not follow from this~ however, 

that those not engaged in agdculture should take to the cities for jobs in 

modern industriet;~, for the fact is that. the latter are not as-great employers 

of men as they are of machines; and, in any case, the investment needed to 

generate the needed employment through modern industry is of a scale that few 

among the poorer countries can afford - except by lerge-scale import of foreign 

capital, which is neither feasible no.r desirable. 

In the light of .various other trends - in resource use, congestion, 

breakdown of city life, and growth of crime and violence • it is necessary to 

restrain large·s~ale migration to the cities. There is rieed, therefore, to 
' 

provide non-farm employment in'the rural and semi-rural areas. This can be 

done, first, through massiv~ public works programmes to construct durable 

coum.tnity assets and to restore local resource endowments like wat.er 'tables~ , 

forests, cultivable soils, inland'waterways·and endogenous sources of energ~ 

and protect the resilience of ecosystems for which th~re is great scop~ in the 

millions of villages and tribal settlements of this region. E~ployment in 

these public works can take on a role quite different from short-term relief 
' 

operations; they can become a basis for long~term'investment and reduction of 
" 

costs in such spheres as energy generation, water use, land consolidation and 

marketing of farm output, in turn generatirig more productivity, employment 

and incomes. A large part of these.activities can ~e supported by the resultant 

increased food output, thus also restraininS inflationary tendencies. Improve• 

ments in, agriculture can also be u~ed as a stimulus to a whole line of 

prrcessing and refining industries in the rural ~reas. 

Secondly, such a ,combination of increa.sed farm output and increased 

·employment on land and public works-should provide the basis, through its 

stimulation of qemand for consumer necessities, fo~ the growth of small towns 

close to the rural areas wher~ medium- end small-scale industries can_be 

located. The usual haphazard growth of towns and cities that t.akes place in ' 

I 
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the absence of conscious policy, renders them essentially parasitic spots 

where middlemen bring the flashy products of industries from large cities or 

imported from abroad and good villagers into buying them at exorbitant prices. 

'lbis should give place to a conscious policy of decentralized industrial 

development and location,so that urban g~o~th becomes compl~~entary to rural ........... 

development and contributes further to the growth ~f employment and incomes 

of the poorer ~trata. The chief casualty of the colonial period was a whole 

range of rural and semi-rural industries and a number of non-~gricultural 

occupations that-gave liveliho~ to large sections of the people- and wb~ch 
\. 

in fact made for a society that was far less unequ-al and centralized than is. 

the ease now and hence one that was less corrosive of local res'ources and 

local environments. It may not be possible to revive the whole spectrum of 

these occupations, but it is poss_~ble and necessary to provid.e a new basb 

f~r .fulfilling the same economic~Junctions, namely, making work available 

other than farming, The encouragement of self-employed artisans, the , 
cultivation of the finer arts and crafts in line with the rich and complex 

traditions of this regiqn, and the growth of new and small-scale industries 

for the manufacture of goods by the local people for local needs can provide 

the basis for this regenera.tion. 

4. Social continuum 

The crux of such a combinat~on of policies designed to raise employment 

and alleviate mass poverty is to put agricultural and rural development at the 

core of public policy. But there is a counterpart to this ~pproach in the 

area of urban-development and industrial policy as well. Apart from heavy 

industries, which require Jarge capital inputs and centralized organization, 

~'industrial development should be employment-oriented as much as possibl_e, 

. ·.-should produce goods that ~;~re needed by broad strata of. the population rather 

·· th_!n by a small middle class, and should be widely dispersed over a country 

·so that the employment that it generates benefits all areas rather than a ·few 

cities or regions as is the case today. Regional disparities constitute a 

, crucial - and visible - dimension of social injustice. Most of the favoured 

regions in Asia are those-with large urban centres. 

Socially, this means that the present duality of city and countryside 

tlllSt, give place to a continuum in which an ecologically balanced and socially 

equitable agricultural de~elopment (and its necessary concomitants in livestock, 

horticultural and forest development) ~egenerates the villages, small-scale 

/and 
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end medium industries are located in the town~ and large-scale industries 'that 
.necessitate heavy inputs of capital, machinery and complex organization are 

located in the cities. As such a fusion between industry and agric~lture tak~s 

place, further intermediate links in this continuum - rural social structures 

in towns, urban amenities in villages • will develop, thus combining the best 
1 

traditions of both rural ailcl urban life and producing a composite and integrated 

culture. 
•• 

The preferred scenario for the region should not be one made of millions 

of self-contained villages but, rather, one of thousands of small nucleating . 
\ 

towns towards which the rural landscape gravitates, thus doing away w:i.eh both 

the present ·duality of_ ·metropolitan and rural cultures, limiting th.e large 

size and 'cqncentrsted location to jus.t the industr.ies that cannot do without 

them, while at· tpe same time enlarging the size and. horizon of rural 'coamJUities, 

and providing them with the necess~ry infrastructure of welfare arid cotmlllnication 

·facilities. Such a spatial structure - supported by a decentralized structure 

of commUnity decision-making, as argueo below- would' provide.the·necessary. 

framework for the techno-economic alternative to the present dualist model 

of city versus countryside. 

5. Policy on education 

It is not simply by altering the econamic basis- of rural-urban relation~ 

ships tha.t a more equitable and composite social order will be created. We 

also need to alter the cultural underpinnings of the p_resent patterns of 

dominance and disparity in life styles. An important source of t~e sharp 

duality of life styles· and living standards found in most poor countries is · 
. -
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the educational system the aim of which continues to be to produce colonial•type .; 

gentlemen,. disoriented from the larger society and constituting a class a.part. · 

In most ex-co}onial countries, formal education was initially meant 

to produce an elite, mainly to, fill the ranks of the bureaucracy, the law-and-order < 

establishment, and the technical positions in p:ublic administration and.private 

enterprise, This orientation still persists in spite of the achievement of 

independence and in spite of the political elite's. commitment to democr~tic 

and socialistic ideals. Education, far more than property or income, is the 

basis of privilege in these societies. 
I 

"I 

Meanwhile, 8 majority of the population continues to be illiterate and 

uns,killed, while the ranks of the highly. educated in the urban areas keep. 

swelling. Studies in this ares suggest that wherea~ expansion of literacy at1d . 
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primary education produces very rich and rapid dividends, after a point higher 

edu~ation turns out to be counterproductive. Acquisition of a minimum 

edUcational level 'greatly raises people • s skills and their capacity to enter 

the employment market; it also raises their sense of potential achievement 

and their ability to relate themselves to the outside world, their sense of 

political efficacy, and their general self-confidence and sense-of dignity. 

In.contrast, an indiscriminate expansion of higher education beyond the 

·_absorptive capacity of_ the economy produces an 'alienated class that is unable 

to relate mean;i..ngfully to .• the rest of society, that rapidly. inhabits various 

levels q£ the bureaucracy, IDBking it increasingly inefficient and insensitive 
- ' 

to the nee~s of tbe people, and, with g~owing unemployment in- its ranks, 

loses self-r~~pect and becomes aggressive. 
I • ' ' 

This polaiization betwe~n a large mass of illiterate and totally 

unskilled and hence unemployed people on th~ one hand and a class of people 

Who are overeducated and hence also unemployed on the other is a natural result 

of the hiatus between the elite and the people - and between' parasitic cities ' 

and a depressed countryside - discussed earlier. We must alter this c?ndition 

by a major_allocation of resources to mass literacy, primary education and 

adult education programmes, by giving special .attention to the economically 

weak and socially handicapped strata whose major avenue of mobility seems to 

be education, and by a reorientation of the job market so that employment_ 
F~ < ' • 

within a wide spectrum of non-technical jobs is availatle to those without 

college degrees, thus deflating the importance of higher education and the 
' . 

disparities that result from-insistence on degrees. 

It is n~cessary to emphasize strongly' the importance· of widespread 

~ite~acy in generating massive.social and economic transformation~ Poverty is, 

to a large extent, a cultural condition and if poverty breeds poverty and 

par'patuates itself, it is because it is located in a particular cultural 

;"·~ milieu .. a milieu of ignorance, isolation, segregation an~ an extremely low 

s~lf··image of the poorer classe~, who suffer exploitation without protest and 

indeed consider exploitation to be the natural state of affairs. This.situa~ion 

cannot be changed· except by a· basic cultu.ral attack. And the primary pre• 

condition for this is literacy and minimum education·. This point cannot be, 
,• 

overemphasized and needs to be expressed continuously and loudly. One of the . 
~nfortunate consequences of the recent attack on schools and education in 

~ome third world tountries· is· that upper-cla.s.s elites that have a~ready 
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cornered educational resources and occupy bureaucratic and professional 
I 

r .. ,_ .-. 

positions (and have sent their own children abroad for studies) have been 

busy pruning down cducati0nal programmes~ just et.a tiille when s~ch programmes 

'were beginning to spread to backward regions and lo\>ler ~lasses. Though the 

11\0tivation of id authors is clearly different, the "deschooJ.ing"·thesis poses 

the same danger as the "limits to growthu thesis. 

There is need to give special attention to the education of women. 

In most parts of thi~ region and.i~ the third world as a whole (ipcluding in 

the islands of prosperity), women are less educated thep men and within'the 

depressed social strata and ethnic minorities the gap is even more pronounced. 
'' .. 

MeanWhile, ·the daughters of the rich a.re fiocking to the universities ,and 

some of ~hem are leading women's liberation movements which in these countries' 

in effect means the liberation of the privileged. These gaps in education 
\ 

among women and between women and men ~re an important source of the persisting 

dual.ity of cultures, economic levels and consumption s·tandards; the latte~ 

more often than not being a direct function of the pere~nial shopping to Which 

modernized womep are so ~ddicted. ~hese differences also account for the 

wide divergences in the way the children of, the 'rich and the poor are brohght 

up, thus perpetuating sha.rp disparities for generations to come. 

Lack of educ8tion of women is an important cause of the exploita.tion 

of women which is e marked characteristic of these societies (though it is 

expressed in modes that are quite different from those in western countries). 

The main basis of this exploitation is economic and it is found et its worst 

in the lower classes: wives and daughters working outdoors-from dawn to dust 

while their menfolk indulge themselves· in drinking _a'nd gambling. The only way· 

'·· 

-l 

of breaking out of this "culture of poverty" is education ~or all - but most \ •: 

of all for women. Spe,cial. attention needs to be paid to the education of women 

from poor and underprivileged strata of society in order to acl:lieve a major 

spin-off process of social reconstruction. · Apart from the poor and the under

privileged strata, there are specific ethnic.or religious gt;'oups in which 

women are a~signed a ~ubsidiary status, and this condition is perpetuated by 

wide gaps, between men and women in their access to. cultural institutions, 

economic opportunities and political movements. Educational deprivation 

contributes substantially to this conditi·on. 
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6. The ~thic of consumption 

1 , Even more fundamental than the gaps in the literary culture are the 

gaps·in the material culture that divide the urbanized upper and middle classes 

from the people. Perhaps the most important and glaring contrast of today 
• 

is caused by the c:xtraordinary consumption levels and material: possessions 

of'the rich and high-stetus.group~ in third world societies~ following almost 

!!1 !2t9,. the standards set by the high-consumption s:>cieties. The lust for 

things and for more and more thipgs has-become s0 myppic, especially in this 

re~ion, that it·has given rise to all kinds of unethical practices, chief 

among these being a great deal of corruption among public officials and a 

thriving "·contraband" ec0nomy that is sustained by the Availability of a lQ-rge • array of goods, of conspicuous consumption. 

Apart,from the vulgarity of such ostentatious living in societies 

characterized by poverty and malnutrition and apart from the creeping corruption 

to which it gives rise, such standa.rds of consumption also undermine the whole 
' fabric of economic policy. We have already discussed in an earlier section 

the erosion such a life style causes in a flOciety's .resource base, in its 

autonomy from external dependence and in its psychoiogical and cultural 

foundations. Here we will confine our remarks to a more pragmatic aspect, 

namely the pursuit of economic policy that ·aims at equity and welfare. If a 

massive programme of employment arid soci~l welfare is to be gencr~ted, a high 

rate of savings becomes necessary. This implies a high r.ate of savings among 

those with large incomes as well as restraint on salary and wage increases 

among the employed classes, including the working class, so that resources 

can be transferred to employing the unemployed (in a poor country to be 

. employed is itself ~ privilege) and raising income levels of the poorly employed 

and the underemployed. There is elso need to encourage voluntary savings 

,among the working class, the farmers and the lower-middle classes who have 

·already ~eachgd an income level that provides for basic consumption needs. 

At the same time the consumption of the really poor sections roupt be raised 

substantially both for increased productive efficiency and for equity. 

All of this calls for an· ethic of consumption that discourages 

ostentatious living, cuts down the production and consumption of non-essential 

items and shifts production priorities towards fulfilling the needs of the poor. 

It is, of course, necessary to encourage thrift and savings among the peasantry, 

~the lower-middle classes and even' the labouring classes as mentioned above. 

/But 
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But this will be an impossible task unless the pace-setters of society · 

themselves adopt a consumption ethic that encourages austerity and reduces 

the gap in material culture between the different c~asses. Gandhi put his 

finger on the most crucial dimension of moving towards a just social. order 
I 

.when he called for a limitation of wants end warned his countrymen against 

falling prey to an industrial machine that not only reduces a majority C?f men 

I • 

,J 

.. 
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to labouring slaves but also dictates T.vhat and how they should eat, wear, dress., \ 

sing and dance. Today his insights ~re even more relevant than when he lived.· 

If me* and women are to achieve autonomy e.nd dignity and a sense of wholeness, 

they ought to exercise self•control; autonomy without self-control degenerates 

into exploitatio:p. If there is to be an end to exploitation ~nd inequity 

and aggress~on in SC!cicty and degradation and rampage and devas~ation of ~ature, 

the present norm of a. high-consumption ethic mu~t give place to one that both 

meets the minilWm needs of all men and limits the needless expansion of wants 

that have no relationship to the basic requirements of body and mi~d. 

].. The nature of production 
\ 

Built into such an ethic of consumption fs also "n ethic of production 

that is critical to the achievement of justice in s~ciety and balance and 

'harmony in nature. 

of economic equality 

therefore, that both 

The current notions of social justice derive from a concept 

that is essentially distributive~ It is not surprising, 

theoretics.! understa.nding and empirical evidence have 
~ I -

underlined the need for first expanding the cake and then distributing it. 

Part of the problem is that both production and distribution are thought of 

in terms in which the mass·of the people are .reduced to a position of subjects 

and onlookers. An economic ethic that seeks to meet the consumption needs 

of all while_ limiting the flow of inessential commodities involves a simultaneous 
' 

increase in the incomes of the po<:)r and the output of goods that they Will' 

need to buy with those, incomes - and thes'e are goods that people produce 

primarily with the help of natural processes and only margln~lly with the help. 

of machines. The ineeeenttal ''wants 11
, on the other ha~d, ~equire a reversal 

I 
of inputs with greater reliance on man-at-the-machine than man-in-nature • 

. This means that instead of conceiving production ·and consumption as two separate 
. ' 

activities mediat~d by impersonal and inanimate agencies, one aims at an 

economic system that (to cite Gandhi again) not only produces for the mass of 

the pedple but one in which the mass of_the people are also the producers. 
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As with all visions, perhaps this too, is_ an ideal. All that one can 

hope to initiate is a movement towards such a state. In practical· terms this 

.calls for a location policy that, while .permitdng large-scale organization 

where it is unavoidable, will encourage a location-specific, small-scale, 

labour-intensive and dccentralizE::cl pattern of i-ndustrial development. Sindlarly, 

the market economist's retrogressive concept -:lf "effective demand•' (that only .. 
. the ~eeds that are backed by the existing. distributi0n of purchasing power are 

wo;rth producing for) will have to give piece to a concept of need-based 

prbQuction, so that the re~l needs of the people as a whole determine what goes 

· into the package of production. A combination of such· a production system 

and the consumption ethic outlined above will l~ad to a climate in which 

progress. towards dispersal and decentralization of economic power becomes 
. . ) . 

possible• As this happens, the orientation to social justice will become less 

technocratiC. a.nd become more political and thus capable of initiatives from 

below. It is also an orientation that is in tune with nature rather than• 

exploitative of it. With this the social norm of an equitable order coincides. 

with nature's own conception of order. 

C. HEALTH AND 'NUTRITION 

1. Social minima. 
• 

Major casualties .,f the present structure .,~ consumption and production 

ate the large numbers of people in poor • as well as in some rich - countries 

who 9Uffer from BCute malnutrition and resulting physical and mental deficiencies. 

Their numbers are 1ikely to increase in the next few decades. While 

demographers and bureaucrats are busy propagating birth-control measures to 

ward off an "explosion" some time in the next century, inadequate attention 

is being· paid to the problem of enabling those who are ~!ready born and who 

Will be born in the next twenty-five ye~rs (only after which is population 

planning likely ~o have an impact) to }ive a normal life and put in sustained 

work for their livelihood. (This is nnt to und~rrate the importance of reducing 

population growth. For in an already highly populated country the ·burden of 

dependency on the income-earners becomes much too heavy and the sense' of 

dependency among the young brings on feelings of rejection and humiliation.) 

The· picture of the culture 0£ poverty that emerges· from VRrious studies 

is h~ghly depressing: it is a picture of large families exhibiting physical 

and psychic abnormality, incapacity for sustained work even for a fe~ hours» 
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a pronounced inferbrfty complex, a tendency to deal with patteJ'ttS of exploita.tidu. 

and coercion by directing them iuward and against·bheir own dependen~s~ and. 

a ~icious cycle of parents inducing children into these characteristics of 

depr~vation and degradation, turning them into the same kind of ad,plts when 
I 

they grow up, and thus almost~ infinitum. We.must give top priority to a 

progrannne of providing basic health c.!lre (with morr; accent on preventive health 

services) and an adequate supply of protein and other nutrients to the poor 

and especially to their children. One of the more important elements 

reinforcing health problems in poor'countries is that those most.needing medical 

attention are precisely those who are too pr:>or to take advantage of available 

facilities. The same is the case with nutrition. 

Here it is essential to stress a special advantage that third world 

eountries h_.,ve in charting a distinct;:ive course "f development, .in which t.he· . ' 
human cost that has accompanied economic growth in other societies can be 

avoided. Given their advantage in the low cost of trained ma.npower~ it is· 

possible to spread the b8sic essentials of education and hea.lth over the whole. 

country, to all classes of people :and in a short time through concentrated 

and devoted effort. This will lay a sur.er basis for all..:round .and con~inuous 

developme,nt than all the investments made in high technol0gy, urban~zation, 

mass media development and t_he other ~ppendages of "modernity". Health and 

education are the essential pre-requisites of social and economic mobilization 

for sustained - and sustainable - development. Once such a basis is· laid·, , . 

nothing can prevent a society from moving forward. what is more, it will .be 

a 'process of development that ~ill proc!uce far fewer disparities and dislocation$ 
\ 

than is the case when the sole emphasis is on economic growth in aggregate 

GNP terms without regal:'d to the cultural framework in which it taJt~s place. 

2. Minime anc maxima 

The ab0ve analysis provides the eleMents of an alternative model. The 

~bjective of development, according to us, should be to achieve minimum 

conditions of material welfare for all the people, the minima to be defined 

according to local conditions and norms, but all of them providing at the 

least a package of minimum items of human necessity such as food, clothing, 

shelter end nutritional needs to children and mothers in particular, and socfally 

approved minims of health, education, drinking water and publio transportation · 

for all. The extent to which these minima should be translated into persona·l 

or family incomes or be combined with social .welfa.re and social-security: 

/programmes· 
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p~ogrammes will depend on local conditions and the nature of the political 

system. But it should not be difficult for any system to work out a. miniJrum• 

income p~licy as a basic component of development planning. 

- A policy of minima entails a policy of maxima• Indeed, without the 

latter the former is, in prsctice, impossible to realize in reasonable time. 

Also,, beyond a certain point, incomes -:>ught not to 'be allowed to grow nor 

\ human want.s allowed to be artificially stimulated b!Y the aggressive salesmanship 

of modern industry or the demonstration effects from the rich capitalist 

countJ:>ies. There ~re two reasons for this limit.stion, one of which·is relative 

· and the other absolute. No one has a right to amass more and more income 

and riches when large sections of humanity live below subsistence standards. 

Also, it is m~rally undesirable to go beyond a certain level of fulfilment 

of human needs. F~r an unlimited gratification of wants leads to individual 

decay and social disharmony, an unnecessary destruction of natural resources, 

a. fouling of· the human. environment, and thus a bartering away of the health 

and happiness of future generations for the present pleasure and lust of a few. 

Hence our emphasis on "limitation of wants 11 as a necessary principle of a 

preferred world. 

3. Participation 

Implicit in such a preferred model for social and economic justice 

are also .a number of .other issues. The norms of minima and maxima are not 

mere economic formulations; they are part of a certain conception of a good 
. I 

and desirable life. Not only should an individual be entitled to a minimum 

standaru of living.; he should also be able tc participate actively (though he · 

ought not to be forced to do so) in the way things are produc~d and decisions 

are made. It is not just a minimum wage that one thinks of here in some kind 

of contractual relationship, alienated from the work process and the total 

scheme of ownership, pr'.Jduction and distribution of the means of livelihood. 

Rather, one thinks of an apparatus that men and women themselves control and find 

meaningful and from which they derive a sense of personal power and significance. 

Furthermore, to the extent that economic activity is managed and mediated by 
' . political and administrative agencies, the whole problem of effectiv~ 

· participation in decision-making, at the desirable level and in optimum units, 

becomes real. Without such participation th~ economic aims may indeed be 

difficult to achieve. 
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There is also the need to prevent the economic process, end.what is 

tellingly called the "industrial-bureaucratic complex" of moderri society, 

from taking on a will of its own and destroying every other value in its 

inexorable ~rch. In o~her wo~ds, as the values of a participatory d~mocracy 

anq of non-violence in man's relations to man and to the environment are joined 

with the values of individual autonomy and social justice, it may well be that 

we should ask ourselves equally basic questions about the kind of institutional 

super-structure that we want to build. Three major aspects .,f this'issue are 

(a) the rural-urban st.ructure of the economy, (b) the territorial structure 

of the ·state~ and (c) .the participatory structure of the polity. As we .consider 

these aspects, it will .become clear that the current model of modernization 

is not conducive to the goals spelt out by·us, that the norm of a nece~sary 

shift' from a predominantly rural to a predominantly urban structure based on 

large-scale industrialization may not be the best thing that human intelligeric~ 

has devised: and tha.t urban metropolita·n life, far from being a "civilizing" 

instrument, may turn into a structure of manipulation, exploitation and 

destructiop of the very properties of man 1 s natural environment that are 

essential to human survival. 
I 

Similarly, we may also question the norms of centralized g~vernment, 

large-sized states.and big bureaucracies as necessary instruments of national 

integration and political accountability •• And as we question these, we may 

begin to answer with grea.ter clarity the ·problems raised about locaL a,utonomy, 

abdut decentr~liza.tion 0f functions, powers, resources and talents, and about 

optimum size for genuine participation of the people. Perhaps there is something 

to be gained in the very short run from large-scale enterprises, modern 
I . 

conmunication media and centralization of planned initiative, although 'the real 
/ 

issue here is less of scale than of control. · But it ts also necessary not to 

close all opti::ms for the g~n~ratione to come concerning the quality of life 

they. would like to have. As the ·prospects of the future are vitelly affected 

by what is done in the present - it is no longer possible to think in terms of 
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just a few years or even a few. decades ahead - it is a matter :>f considerable · ,. 

responsibility tha.t these various consequences of· pres_ent actions are borne 

in mind. 

It is necessary to consider here a widespread belief tha't rapid develop- . 

ment cannot be carried out in a participatory framework, that. only a ~etermined 

and authoritarian 8li'te can bring it about, that this indeed is the lesson of 

~contemporary history. Our answer to such a position is· that it mistakes 
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appearance for reality, that the issue is not one of choice be~ween liberal 

democracy ~ominated by machine politics and state socialism in which e small 

bureaucratic elite seeks to perpetuate itself, but that both these systems 

are authoritarian as far as the majority of the people are concerned (there is 

far greater simi~arity b.etween the two than appears at first sight), and that 

. the real issue relates to the classic predicament of pol~ticel life, namely, 

the relationship between those in power and those out of pow~r, between the. 

gov~rnment and the people. Seen in this light, it is not surprising that the 

demand for authoritarianism has normally come from members of the privileged 

classes (the.businessmen, the bureaucrats, the technocrats), often reinforced 

by the analyses and prescriptions of foreigners. These issues are highly 

pertinent to the region in which the seminar for which this paper is wri.tten 

will b~ held. 

The model of a participatory system should not be conceived in terms 

of simple political reforms. Rather, it should be expressed int a number of 

sectors: concerning economic organization and its governance, the nature of 

education, location of work and enterprise, choice of technology, size of units 
' . 

(economic, political, demographic, communications) and the nature of work. 

Par~cipation is not some process'of involving everyon~ ~nd reducing all to a 

common denominator. Such a conception often becomes a handle in the hands of 

political manipulators end demagogues. It rather consists in evolving 

institutional structures from which diverse individuals get a sense of dignity 

and self-respect, as beings that are Bble to determine their own destinies. 

For poverty and inequality are themselves reflections not just of prevailing 

relatio~s of production but rather of 8tructures and values that deny dignity 

to the human being. 

Nor should our approach to participation be conceived in terms of 

establishing idyllic and isolated Sm8ll communities. The idea (as outlined ' 

above) of a social and spatial continuum g~~s against such a utopia. We are, 

also convinced that, given the numbers of human beings we have to deal with, 

such a utopia .. fs no longer feasible. Our concern, r~ther, is that structures 

at variqus levels and of various sizes imbibe the value of participation as . 
integral to the concept of a just society and the.values of autonomy and dignity 

o£ all human beings. It is only through such an integrated view of the various 

cbmpo~ents of a development model that an alternative political perspective 

can emerge and that policy issues can be discussed in a meaning~! manner. 
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. It would be folly, however~ to look upon su~h a perspective as in any 

way smooth ~ailing on SOJ!le neat course._ Nothing is more difficult to. reafize 

.than change in the social framework of politic~ - except .for the worse.: Every 

move on such a c.ourse n:eeds. to be fought for, by organizing for it and bu:Uding 
•. 
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sustain~d pres-sures from below in the form of social and intellectual movement~.: . · 

And it is,- of course, cl.ear that these wi:ll need to be conceived and' carried 

out in not one but many spheres, at not one but many levels. But we a.re firmly 

.. convinced that it is only on the basis of a clear acceptenee of a decentralized 

and ~ighly participatory democratic structure that both social justice end 

environmental equity can be realized. 

These·, then, are the issues that arise when specific problems of 

economic strategy, politica'l structure, educ:ational policy and the reconstruction' 
( 

of the human space and the natural environment a~e considered from the integrated 

.perspective provided by a set of values and the criteria that follow from it. 

Involyed in such an appr?ach is _a conception c;>f life style in which reason, 

compassion and a regard for the unity and integrity of life as a whole are 

jqined in the cultivation of a truly ~tvilized life. And as we do this,· ..1 

the- distinctions betwee~ economic ~nd political issues disappear, as do the 

distinctions between human and naturB;l, and we ·begin to see the real linkages 

that underlie. any effort to produce a better world. Our conception of 

alternative stratesies entails such a comprehensive perspective on development~ 
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